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Abstract
This thesis documents my research, rehearsal, and performance of the role of Alceste in
Moliere’s The Misanthrope, which includes, a biography of Moliere, character analysis, role
development, a rehearsal journal, character research, acting process, evaluation of my
performance, and script analysis. The Misanthrope was produced by the UNO Department of
Film and Theatre, under the direction of David W. Hoover. The play was performed in the
Robert E. Nims Theatre of the Performing Arts Center September 17 - 19, 24 - 26 at 7:30pm, and
September 27, 2015 at 2:30pm.

Key Words: Misanthrope; Moliere; Alceste; Acting; David Cleveland Brown; Dreams Come
True
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Moliere
Jean-Baptiste Poquelin, who was more famously known on stage as Moliere, was a
French actor and playwright in the 1600’s. One of the great comedic writers of his time, Moliere
used comedy as a vehicle to explore taboo topics, such as religion and politics (Taylor 1).
Although Moliere was an accomplished actor during his lifetime his legacy has endured mainly
through his work as a playwright. A few of Moliere’s plays that are still produced today are The
Misanthrope, Tartuffe, The Imaginary Invalid, and The School for Wives. Though Moliere lived
almost 400 years ago his works have a contemporary value that is brought to life on stage today.
Jean-Baptiste Poquelin was born on January 15, 1622 in Paris, France to Jean Poquelin
and Marie Cresse. He was the first of four children. His mother, Marie, died in May, 1632 at the
age of 31 when Moliere was just ten years old. After his mother passed away, Moliere moved to
Paris with his father for the remainder of his childhood. Moliere’s father remarried a year after
his mother’s death to Catharine Fleurette, but after only three years of marriage and two more
children she too passed away. It has been hinted that Moliere’s stepmother was the inspiration
for Beline, “the heartless, double faced stepmother in The Imaginary Invalid” (Taylor 7). His
father continued providing for his family as a successful upholsterer and ran his shop from their
home in Paris.
Moliere first studied in a Parisian elementary school and was later accepted into the
prestigious Jesuit College de Clermont, one of France’s best secondary schools at the time. It
was here that Moliere practiced Jesuit drama, a stricter form of theatre that assimilated Christian
values and Catholic doctrine into its themes. Moliere may have got his first taste of drama at this
school but it was unlikely his main focus of study at the time. In 1642, Moliere started studying
law with the plan to become a provincial lawyer, a career that was never ultimately realized. Up
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until this point it seemed he was following the path his father intended for him, rubbing
shoulders with nobility at the College de Clermont and studying a course toward a career in
politics (Taylor 17).
In June 1643, at the age of 21, Moliere decided to abandon his current career path and
pursue a career as an actor. He moved out of his father's home and co-founded the Illustre
Theatre with the actress Madeleine Bejart. Bejart was a young and colorful figure and was said
to have already seen “much of the shadowy side of life” (Taylor 24). Moliere and Bejart at first
may have been romantically interested in one another, but whether they shared a love interest or
not, they undoubtedly shared a love for theatre. After less than two years, the theatre troupe went
bankrupt in 1645. By this time Moliere was the head of the troupe, likely due to his natural
ability to act and his legal background. The troupe had gone into heavy debt from renting out the
theater. Moliere was eventually put in prison for his debt, but a donor paid his debts the next day
and he was released. It is suspected that Moliere’s father was this donor (Taylor 30). Upon
release from prison, he began to go by the pseudonym Moliere (a name possibly originating from
a small village in Midi) most likely to prevent his father from dealing with the public scrutiny of
having a son who was an actor. Even though at this time acting wasn’t necessarily looked down
upon, there was still a stigma against the profession. This was illustrated by the fact that actors
were still not allowed to be buried on what was considered sacred ground.
Moliere went on to found a new theatre troupe, again with Madeleine, where they
performed on a circuit in order to cut down the cost of having to pay for one theatre. This
lifestyle and pursuit lasted 12 years. Although Moliere mainly acted during this time he also
began to write his own plays. Only a few of his plays survived during this period of his life.
These plays displayed Moliere’s talent for mockery and showed that he was going away from the
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tropes and influence of the comedy movement of the time, the improvisational Commedia
Dell’arte. His writing during this period also show that Moliere began to abandon the idea of
religion. This abandonment caused him to create enemies, including his former friend and
governor, Armand, Prince of Conti, a member of a few influential religious organizations at the
time. However, this also allowed Moliere to develop friendships with other like-minded nonreligious individuals such as the famous playwright Jean Racine.
In 1658 Moliere began his return to the main stages of Paris. He started by performing on
the outskirts of Paris and to promote himself with society gentlemen in order to build his
reputation and let word of mouth feed into the city. Soon he was performing for the king at the
Louvre, which was then rented out as a theatre space. He performed in Corneille’s tragedy
Nicomede and the farcical Le Docteur Amoureux. The king awarded him with the title Troupe de
Monsieur. With the help of this new title of Monsieur, his theatre company began to perform at
the Petit-Bourbon rotating evenings with the famous Italian Commedia Dell’arte company,
including the celebrated Tiberio Fiorillo, an actor famous for playing the character Scaramouche.
Moliere’s play The Affected Young Ladies premiered at the Petit-Bourbon on November 18,
1659. This was Moliere's first time publicly satirizing social mannerisms common amongst the
French at this time.
While Moliere personally preferred tragedy and tirelessly promoted his tragedies, it was
his farces that gained considerably more notice. His farces were typically one act plays that
followed the performance of the tragedy. Many of the farces followed the style of Commedia
Dell’arte which included improvisation and a vague outline of the plot. Moliere also wrote
comedies in verse and musical comedies, where the play was often interrupted by song and
dance.
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Moliere learned techniques of the Commedia Dell’arte from Fiorillo. In 1660 his play
The Imaginary Cuckold seemed to be a tribute to Commedia Dell’arte and Fiorillo. However,
Moliere’s style with themes of marriage and his pessimistic view of how false human
relationships can be are found throughout the play. This viewpoint is more pronounced in his
later works and influenced many other authors during the time. In a string of plays, affectionately
called his Jealousy series, Moliere illustrates these relationships as a kind of dance where two
couples accuse each other of being betrayed by the other’s partner.
In 1660, the Petit-Bourbon was shut down and demolished to allow expansion of the
Louvre. Moliere moved his company to an abandoned theatre in the Palais-Royal that he
renovated and opened on January 10, 1661. Moliere wrote and performed The Jealous Prince,
The School for Husbands, and Les Facheux during this time for Nicolas Fouquet who
commissioned Moliere to perform them.
In 1661 Moliere introduced the comedies-ballets, a transitional form of dance
performance that was developing during the advent of the proscenium stage. Moliere created this
form by accident when he was commissioned to put on both a play and ballet in honor of Louis
XIV. Moliere realized that he did not have a big enough ensemble to cast performers for both a
play and a ballet so he combined them, allowing performers to catch their breath and change
costume. This gutsy move paid off and Moliere ended up being asked to produce 12 more
comedies-ballets before he died. The comedies-ballets integrated dance and music with the
action of the play. This separated these performances from the ballets of the time in that it was
both the actor and the dancer that contributed to advancing the plot of the story.
Moliere married Armande Bejart on February 20, 1662. He believed her to be
Madeliene’s sister but it was speculated that Bejart was Madeleine’s illegitimate daughter with
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the Duke of Modena (Taylor 170). In the same year, Moliere premiered The School for Wives,
considered by many to be a masterpiece. It ridiculed the fact that little education was given to
daughters of wealthy families and reflected many aspects of Moliere's own marriage. This play
garnered considerable protest and criticism. Moliere responded with a play that mocks his critics.
The play entitled La Critique de “L’Ecole des Femmes” had fictional characters at a dinner party
criticizing the actual play The School for Wives. Moliere cleverly had the characters argue
amongst themselves for a time about the play but never in a serious tone and mocking more the
viewers than the play itself.
The contents of his plays were not the only criticism Moliere received, as his politics and
personal life were also raising concerns. A group formed amongst the French high society began
to protest Moliere's work for its excessive realism and irreverence. They attacked Moliere and
accused him of being married to his own daughter (Taylor 197). Moliere was gaining many
enemies, but was protected by the king who supported the author by granting him a pension and
was even godfather to Moliere’s first son (Taylor 201).
In 1664, Tartuffe was performed at Versailles. This play caused the greatest censure of
Moliere’s artistic career. It depicts the hypocrisy of the upper class, who were outraged by the
play and strongly contested it (Taylor 217). Eventually the play was banned. Even though
Moliere was favored by the king, the king suggested to Moliere to suspend performances of
Tartuffe. Moliere responded by writing another play called Dom Juan ou le Festin de Pierre,
which tells the story of an atheist who becomes religious. His conversion is not genuine but
rather a hypocritical one, however, and in consequence God punishes him. This play too was
quickly suspended.
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In 1666, The Misanthrope was produced. It is now considered one of Moliere's best
plays, but did not gain much notice by the public at the time and ended up being a commercial
failure. In an effort to recover from the financial loss, Moliere wrote The Doctor Despite
Himself, which was a satire against the sciences. This play was met with success. Moliere had a
tendency to depict physicians as arrogant individuals who spoke Latin, although poorly, in order
to impress others with false erudition.
In 1667, Moliere tried to perform a revised version of Tartuffe under the title Panulphe,
but it was banned by the archbishop. It wasn’t until years later that Tartuffe was recognized by
the king and unbanned. In 1668, Moliere became ill and began writing less. His next work The
Confounded Husband was met with little success, but The Miser, which followed that was better
received. At this time, he began to use music again in his work, such as in The Middle Class
Gentleman, another of his works considered to be a masterpiece.
In 1672 Madeleine Bejart died. Moliere suffered from this loss and his own worsening
illness. Nevertheless, he wrote Scapin’s Deceits and The Learned Ladies, the latter being one of
his more acclaimed plays. His final play The Imaginary Invalid was written in 1673. In the
fourteen years that Moliere lived in Paris he wrote 31 plays and acted in 85.
Moliere died of pulmonary tuberculosis, possibly contracted during his brief
imprisonment, on February 17, 1673 at the age of 51. His death has become something of a
legend. While performing in his final play The Imaginary Invalid he collapsed on stage in a fit of
coughing and hemorrhaging, but he insisted on completing his performance. After the play,
Moliere collapsed again, this time with a larger hemorrhage. He was taken home and died a few
hours later. The French law stated that actors could not be buried in the sacred ground of a
cemetery. Moliere’s widow, Armande, requested that the king allow her husband to be buried at
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a normal funeral at night. The king acquiesced and Moliere’s body was buried in a spot of the
cemetery that was reserved for unbaptized infants.
During Moliere's life, conventional thinkers, religious leaders, and medical professionals
criticized his life and his works, but their influence largely didn’t effect his success with the
public. Many playwrights and companies began to copy Moliere’s style in England and France.
During the 18th century, his works continued to find appeal in England but experienced
declining interest in his home country. In the 19th century, however, during the French
Restoration, Moliere’s comedies found resurgence in popularity among the public and critics.
Romantics admired his plays and 20th century scholars studied his works. Author Martha
Bellinger says this about the legacy of Moliere:
Moliere has been accused of not having a consistent, organic style, of using faulty
grammar, of mixing his metaphors, and of using unnecessary words for the
purpose of filling out his lines. All these things are occasionally true, but they are
trifles in comparison to the wealth of character he portrayed, to his brilliancy of
wit, and to the resourcefulness of his technique. He was unaware of sensibility or
pathos; but in place of pathos he had melancholy, a puissant and searching
melancholy, which strangely sustains his inexhaustible mirth and his triumphant
gaiety. (Bellinger 178)
Moliere left a legacy distinct from that of other writers. “Many attempts have been made to liken
him to Shakespeare; yet such comparisons, if not odious, are at best idle. Shakespeare wrote
tragedy and romantic comedy; Moliere, naturalistic comedy and farce” (Taylor 356). Like
Alceste in The Misanthrope Moliere was a “highly minded philosopher who felt it his duty to
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expose the vices of society” (Taylor 356). Moliere’s works exposing the vices of society show
that his ideas and writing are just as applicable today as they were in his time.
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The Misanthrope
Moliere wrote The Misanthrope or The Cantankerous Lover as a comedy in verse
(several translations such as the one used for our play are written in prose). It was first performed
on June 4, 1666 by the King’s Players at the Theatre du Palais-Royal. The play is a satire on the
mannerisms of French high society and points out the flaws of human sociality. The play is
unique in that Moliere focused on character development, creating more dynamic characters than
the more commonly used shallow ones seen at the time in Commedia Dell-Arte. Even compared
to other of Moliere’s own works, it is a turn from a more plot oriented style. Although The
Misanthrope was not as popular during its time it has survived as one of Moliere's best known
plays.
Prior to The Misanthrope, two of Moliere’s plays, Tartuffe and Don Juan, were banned
by the French government. Because of this, Moliere may have suppressed certain criticisms in
The Misanthrope. Although Alceste could be viewed in a positive light for having a strict moral
code, he is often portrayed as an imbecile for having too unrealistic expectations.
Moliere seems to have written Alceste as a model of his own current circumstances and
Celimene as a character representing his then current wife who may have been cheating on him
at the time.
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Stage Productions
There have been five productions on Broadway
1. 1905, April 10-15: This was the very first Broadway production of The Misanthrope
performed at the New Amsterdam Theatre. Richard Mansfield starred as Alceste.
2. 1957, February 7-9: This production was performed in French at the Winter Garden
Theatre.
3. 1968-1969, October 9 - April 26: Richarde Easton starred as Alceste at the Lyceum
Theatre with Brian Bedford as Acaste, Christina Pickles as Celimene, Sydney Walker as
Philinte, Keene Curtis as Oronte, and directed by Stephen Porter. The translation was by
Richard Wilbur
4. 1975, March 12 - May 31: Alec McCowen starred as Alceste at the St. James Theatre
with Nicholas Clay as Acaste, Diana Rigg as Celimene, Robbert Eddison as Philinte, and
directed by John Dexter. The play was adapted by Tony Harrison
5. 1983, January 27 - March 27: Brian Bedford starred as Alceste at the Circle in the Square
Theatre with Carole Shelley as Arsinoe, Mary Beth Hurt as Celimene, Stanley Tucci as
Dubois, and directed by Stephen Porter. This production also used the Richard Wilbur
translation.
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Modern Adaptations
Tony Harrison wrote an adaptation in 1973 which was updated and revived later in 2010.
Liz Lochhead adapted the play set in the early years of the Scottish Parliament satirizing the
Scottish Labour Party’s relationship with the media. Robert Cohen’s 2006 translation in heroic
couplets received praise and has been popular in productions staged by his former students.
Keith Fowler staged Cohen’s version in 2011 for UC Irvine’s celebration of Cohen’s fifty years
at the university.
The Grouch was written by Ranjit Bolt and first performed at West Yorkshire Playhouse
in 2008. It is a more modern verse version of The Misanthrope set in contemporary London and
using modernized names (e.g. Alan instead of Alceste and Celia instead of Celimene). In 1999,
Uma Thurman and Roger Rees starred in a contemporary version by Martin Crimp and directed
by Barry Edelstein. The Comedy Theatre produced Crimps version starring Keira Knightley and
Damian Lewis in 2009. Roger McGough premiered his adaptation at the Liverpool Playhouse
performed by the English Touring Theatre in February 2013. McGough’s adaptation is in verse
with Alceste’s dialogue in prose.
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Rehearsal Journal
3/19
I am beginning to discover pieces in my character’s puzzle. I’m finding that his
character’s arc is directly correlated with his feelings for and relationship with Celimene. There
is little to no change in his core beliefs from the beginning of the play to the end. He doesn’t
change his ideal throughout the play. There are some inconsistencies in his own ideology
depending on whom he’s speaking with however. Alceste admits to Oronte about himself that he
is “too frank.” This is an admission of fault in himself showing that he recognizes he is not
completely correct in what he does. He is very aware of his own personality which is not
necessarily a moral concern. Alceste’s arc moves according to his relationship with Celimene
and his interaction with her. This play is very character driven rather than plot driven. Before this
first entry, I have been making notes and observations directly on my script.

5/18
Gained insight that Alceste may act differently depending on who his audience is and
whom he’s speaking to. For example, to Philinte he is overly candid and harsh because he feels
comfortable around him. With Oronte, however, he is far more reserved with his feelings.
Alceste’s relationship with Celimene is comfortable but quite harsh. It has a similarity with his
relationship to Philinte except the major difference is that he is in love with Celimene.

7/31
I’ve spent the summer memorizing my lines and discovering new meaning and more
advanced understanding of the text and of the situations and circumstances of the play. I’m
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learning how difficult it is for me to memorize lines because I lose focus easily. I am trying a
variety of methods to memorize my lines. Tonight I am going to try writing the text and saying it
out loud as I write. My hope is that my left and right brain work together to make connections
and not only memorize but ingest the lines.

(Here I wrote down long lines of dialogue and spoke them aloud as I wrote them.)

8/15
First read-through coming back from the break. Missing several characters. My goal was
to get through as much during the read through from memory as I could. I am also focused on
making character choices as I memorize. This was a note David Hoover, the director of The
Misanthrope, gave me when he directed me in another play during my second year. I played
Heck Tate in To Kill a Mockingbird. He said I needed to make character choices while I was
working to get off-book. This requires multitasking, which is something I’m working to get
better at. I’m quite good at focusing on one thing and blocking out everything else. So I’m
striving to do this and develop the character as I memorize. I am going to have choices ready and
be free on stage to allow the process of developing the character to happen.

8/18
First rehearsal going through the first scene. I’ve spent a lot of time on this first scene and
wanted to be completely off book for this first rehearsal. I had a good idea of Alceste’s
relationship with Philinte. They are close with one another and are comfortable in each other’s
company. Alceste can let loose on Philinte without worrying that he’ll offend him and Philinte
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can be equally candid back. I was given a lot of good notes from the director during the rehearsal
process.
Another goal I had was to be free and make choices: in blocking, in movement, and in
character. I feel I accomplished my goal. The director allowed me to be free on stage and make
choices and follow my instincts. The actor playing Philinte seemed to be more reserved and this
oddly gave me a sense of freedom to be as free as I could be in order to show him that it’s okay
to try stuff and to get out of your shell. I wonder if this can be incorporated into our characters
relationship onstage somehow.

8/19
My goal for this second rehearsal was to continue the work from the first rehearsal. I felt
I hit the ground running last rehearsal and wanted to continue that momentum today. There were
some hang-ups but for the most part I continued making choices and discoveries. Tonight I
discovered more about the character of Alceste and how he views the world and interacts with
the other characters. I do not see Alceste as someone who hates the world and hates human
nature, but rather someone who cares too much. I feel like this makes his character more human.
I’ll keep playing with this and see if it works. But if he cares too much then that will allow his
outbursts to have more meaning. He is constantly disappointed by the faults and weaknesses of
others. He thinks he can cure the world and help everyone be good - according to his standard of
what good is. It finally gets so overwhelming for him that he has no other choice but to leave
mankind.
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8/22
Saturday rehearsal. I was excited to start working with more of the actors. We are still
missing some roles, which concerns me. However, I need to trust the director will figure that out
and then move forward focusing on what I can control. Rehearsal today was good but I felt like it
was a little clunky. It didn’t run as smoothly as the other rehearsals thus far. Actors stopped a lot
to look at lines and weren’t freeing up themselves to the rehearsal process, being more focused
on the logistics of the acting rather than the relationship in the scene. This is to be expected this
early in the game since we’re only a few rehearsals in. Also, when more actors are added to
rehearsal there is more the director must look at as well. My character is the lead in the play
however it is becoming apparent that my performance will receive less attention than some of the
other less experienced actors in this play.
I’m gaining insight into Alceste. His relationship with everyone around him is very
judgmental. He is quick to judge anything that walks on two legs. Why does he do this? I think it
is partly out of frustration. He observes those around him are not as concerned with improving
themselves as Alceste is. He holds everyone to the standard that they need to strive for perfection
in humanity, whatever perfection means. He is frustrated with the complacency he sees around
him. People are content with their human frailties. It is his mission to combat this notion in
society.

8/24
I am not fully connected with my character yet. I spent rehearsal today trying to find that
connection with my character. I’m not entirely sure why I don’t feel as connected as I want to.
What am I missing about his character that will help me understand him better? I do have the
sense my performance is an outward one at this point and that gives me a sense of unease. But I
15

guess that comfort is not necessarily the goal. A compelling performance is a better goal. Maybe
comfort does not contribute. Maybe it does. Either way I want to connect more with my
character and I don’t feel that connection yet. When I say I want to connect more with my
character I mean I feel like my acting is more in the outward physicality and not very much
coming from inside of me. It’s more of an outward performance rather than having an
understanding of why my character does what he does. So I will work on my script analysis to
find places to further connect with Alceste and trust this work will contribute to my overall goal
of giving an entertaining and compelling performance that contributes to the overall play and
lifts the other actors around me. Hopefully what I bring to the table can improve those around me
rather than bring things down.
Despite my insecurities and worries, I am encouraged by what I have gained. I am
starting to know this character. I wonder how I can become more like this character in my
performance. I’m seeking this out.

8/25
I have had an aversion to an outward performance and lately I’ve felt false in my line
delivery. One thing I have been mindful of is to not be falsely sing-songy when I deliver my
lines. I watched Benedict Cumberbatch’s performance in BBC’s adaptation of Sherlock Holmes
before rehearsal. Hoover told me last practice that I should look into embodying how much of a
jerk Sherlock Holmes is but also discover how the audience loves and roots for him. This is
similar to how Alceste is written. As I was watching and studying Sherlock before rehearsal, I
realized that he does not put much affectation in his lines. And he has a lot of lines. They are
powerful because he delivers them with meaning but doesn’t overly flower them. I tried this
approach tonight. I had some success. When there isn’t much inflection in the tone of a voice
16

you run the risk of being boring. Toward the end of rehearsal however I started to focus less on
HOW I was delivering my lines but focused more on what was I feeling and to honestly react
according to how I was feeling. Sometimes feelings came from something another actor was
giving me and sometimes I felt Alceste would respond to what they were saying in a certain way.
After I’m off-book my ultimate goal is to be totally free on stage to follow what my heart
tells me. I’m nervous that I won’t be amazing and entertaining and funny. It’s true. These
thoughts and feeling surge through my body. I realize this is detrimental to a good performance
and I would very much prefer to not think this way. However, these things are concerns of mine
whether I want them to be or not. Maybe therapy might do the trick! But I feel like I can’t fake a
good performance. Instead, I have to trust that being honest and prepared will give me what I
need to give a meaningful performance and alleviate any concern of others reaction to my
performance.

8/26
Overall rehearsal went well. I enjoy getting on stage and being free with my character.
The lines are very difficult and that is challenging and fun. I enjoy learning the meaning behind
what Alceste says. I am self-conscious about my ability to memorize as I do not consider myself
very good at it. This role requires me to memorize very long lines of dialog that are archaic and
difficult. The way this play is written is not how someone in 2015 would speak.
During rehearsal I noticed when I was putting too much emphasis on what I was doing. I
was able to change to relax my body and interact and react according to my feelings. This felt so
much better as an actor and I felt like I gave so much more in my performance. I wasn’t stiff in
my body and posture and I wasn’t in my head as an actor. But rather I was free to move and be
the character on stage. It is a lovely feeling. I hope to be able to find this in myself more and
17

more. The ultimate goal being that when the play is ready to go up I am in the moment from start
to finish, rather than being concerned who is in the audience and how they are judging my
performance. Instead I want to be free of that and live moment to moment. Hopefully that
translates into a richer performance.
Alceste’s character is somewhat of a stiff. If I am too comfortable on stage and I don’t
think it will do justice to my character. Alceste does have a sense of comfort about him,
however, and he is very comfortable being direct and blunt with people and being honest with
others regarding what he thinks of them. My quest for honesty and reality on stage is leading me
to seek a comfortability and a more inwardly driven performance. I am still seeking an outward
physicality that would be right for Alceste. His posture I feel is something that is probably more
relaxed than others. He is less concerned with being outwardly attractive and I think his posture
is probably more relaxed because of this. However, there is a stiffness in his movement as he is
out to take on the world and feels this great burden on his shoulders.

8/27
Tonight's rehearsal was fun. I was able to free myself more in my movement with my
upper body. My lower body still feels somewhat stiff and unnatural, which causes me to stroll
and drag my feet rather than move purposefully. I understand that confidence in myself is a key
factor here. It could also be a combination of nerves and being trained as a film actor to plant
myself for the camera. Either way I was able to free myself up a lot by just letting myself go as
well as Hoover allowing me to do Karate moves on stage. I’m excited to do that in the play, just
throw out a punch to the air here and kick to the side there.
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The director has a vision for this play. I am grateful he has a vision and knows what the
actors need to do for the whole production. As an actor I am so focused on my character and
performance. It is a good setup to have a director who is in charge of seeing the bigger picture.
Hoover has a vision for the acting to appear and sound a certain way. He’ll give notes on the
voice such as, “It needs to go up here, and up here, and then down on your point.” He gives notes
on changing tactics and how that is manifested and on what breathing might look like. Being
able to articulate what the acting should look like shows he has a vision of overall play. As an
actor I must take these notes and find out what is inside of me that can cause me to naturally
produce these results. I won’t fall into the trap of being false with sheer affectation, but rather
find how I can instinctively and truthfully get to the heart of the matter. Actions are a good way
to find that truthful performance. As long as I am not in my head trying to remember what my
action is for each line, an action gives purpose and focus in the performance. I seek to be out of
my head as much as possible during my performance so thinking of what my action should be
can put me in my head. If I have my action understood, then rather than being in my head, I will
be in the moment reacting to my partner and working to achieve my character’s overall goal.
Throughout rehearsal I am going to try to keep my performance as real as I can while taking
direction to look, appear or behave a certain way. I can do this by translating an outward action
into understanding my character's motivation in the scene to do such a thing.
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8/29
I broke a glass today. It cut my hand. We had to stop rehearsal. Got back into rehearsal.
Lines still an issue for me. Balancing between real performance and affectation. Like Alceste
says he wants sincerity not affectation. I want my performance to resemble that.

8/31
I was tired at practice and it showed in my performance. I am putting a lot on my
performance, such as yelling and gestures. The character is a big character and I want to keep my
performance grounded and natural. There are two schools of thought in regards to finding a
truthful and real performance. One is to nail down all the outward parts such as movement,
voice, costume, etc. Another is understanding the characters motivation and relationships to
inform the presentation. I think there is truth in both approaches and a combination of the two is
probably the best option. However, the latter rings truer to me in regards to performance. I desire
to be present in every scene and respond and react as humanly as possible. My assessment of
rehearsal tonight is that I didn’t do very well being natural. This is due to me being in my head
with remembering lines, blocking, and choices. I hope to get beyond lines and know my blocking
well enough so that I can be more present and free in the scene.
Alceste is starting to become clearer to me. As I strive to improve myself as an actor in
general I am also finding ways to perform this character. This experience is really having me
focus on how to be a good actor and also how to play this specific character, both of which are
going to help me in the long run. I see Alceste as having an inward battle on stage. He does
censor himself despite the fact that he’s incredibly blunt. He is not always as blunt as he could be
and doesn’t always say everything he feels. An example of this is in the scene with Oronte. He
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avoids criticizing him at first but Oronte is overbearing in his demand for Alceste’s approval that
Alceste finally gives in.

9/2
I only had one scene tonight for about 30 minutes. A short rehearsal for me. I thought I
had my lines down but I messed them up more than I thought I would. It’s because I was
intimidated by Meghan Shea. She is a strong performer and has her idea of how scenes should
go. Because I recognize this in her I am nervous about messing up her idea of what the scene
should be. I recognized these nerves quickly and battled to find confidence by telling myself
what Alceste needed to do in the scene was just as important, if not more. Surprisingly I felt like
she respected this. At first I could tell she wasn’t expecting me to mirror her power but after the
initial shock she seemed more at ease in the scene. If I would have let my intimidation get the
best of me it wouldn’t have been as good a rehearsal. This is a great lesson for me. By entering a
scene with confidence and respecting myself as an actor it will make the situation much better
than if I were coming from a nervous and intimidated place.
This scene with Arsinoe is a curious one for me. It's a rare moment when Alceste isn’t
candid at all but placates Arsinoe’s feelings. Is it because he feels bad for her? Why would he
spare her feelings and not anyone else's? It’s interesting. I don’t really know why yet.

9/3
Tonight's rehearsal was interesting and I did a good job of having my lines down. My
main goal was to be able to understand my character well enough that I acted appropriately in the
scene and was driven by what was happening in it. My assessment is that I did okay at this but
not great. I did well at having meaning in every word I said, rather than just spouting lines
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because it was my character’s turn to speak. I knew what I was saying and why I was saying it.
However, I was giving an outward performance because rather than being present for my partner
and listening, I was focused more on what I was doing. I’ve realized it startles me when a scene
becomes truthful and real. It’s a beautiful thing when that happens but it's surprisingly startling.
There is a part of me that knows it’s going well and I become embarrassed. I know, that's weird,
but when I think people are impressed with what I’m doing it makes me nervous. Also, there is
another part of me that becomes worried I may lose control of my performance. I will lose
consciousness of the audience and therefore won’t know if they are making fun of or criticizing
me. Being in the moment and out of my head is scary because I lose sight of the audience and am
no longer anticipating their judgments. Anticipating people's judgments of me is a defense
mechanism I need to let go of if I want to improve my performance.
I am learning that Alceste may not really care what people think about him. At first I
thought it was a defense mechanism but I am starting to think that maybe he genuinely doesn’t
care. I am not completely convinced of this however. He really fights back when people attack
him. He also accepts Philinte’s criticisms of him in the end of the play. Hmmmm, I’ll discover
more of this.

9/4
Tonight we went through Act V. Act V is the act I am the least comfortable with. Hoover
called in sick so we just ran lines and blocking. Unfortunately it got out of hand. I did not have
my lines down as well as I would have liked so I tried to stay off book and at least say the
meaning of my lines even if I didn’t have them down exactly. I wanted to do this so that I could
still find moments in the scenes we ran. It was a lighter mood tonight without a director. Sadly
some of the other actors took it to another level by speaking when it wasn't’ their line. I think
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they saw I wasn’t saying my lines exactly and took it to mean I was goofing off so it gave them
license to go overboard. Anyway, it felt like mass chaos and I’ll have my lines down better for
tomorrow.
I was frustrated people were so silly tonight, but I think it was good. It’s good to have
that levity and not be so serious. Not taking oneself too seriously is a virtue I suspect. One I seek.
Alceste takes himself waaaaaay too seriously. Everything is life or death with him. He needs to
take a chill pill.

9/5
First run through of the whole play. I was able to make my way through with only calling
for lines here and there. We go up in a week and a half! So I still have time to solidify my
performance and find moments of truth. I just tried to hit my cues and get my lines right. There
was parts that felt meaningful and parts that were less than truthful. I have a deep desire to give a
truthful performance and enjoy being in the moment without worrying about what people are
watching in the background. I want to be able to forget about what others are thinking and give
the play its due justice. It is a comedy so I want to have a light feeling and underscore my
performance with a sense of fun. Fun in the banter. Fun in the arguments and wordplay. Playing
the game. I’m very nervous if people come and see it and they think I’m a very bad actor. I’m
nervous that my parents will wonder what I’ve spent the last two years doing. That I over-act, or
am not entertaining or that the play just drags on. All these things scare me. I can’t let my nerves
get the best of me. I can focus on having my lines down, making strong choices, being in the
moment, and not worry about the rest.
I haven’t mapped out Alceste’s arc completely yet. This play is very character driven and
not so much plot driven. Alceste is a deep complex character. But what is his journey? I get that
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he has a turn at the end when Celimine rejects his proposal to flee humankind together. What
leads up to this and what are the changes in him along the way? My actions I’ve chosen help me
map this but it's still eluding me somewhat. I’m seeking this arc to be clearer. I have moments in
every scene that are important to Alceste. How do all these moments tie in with one another for a
nice clean arc?

9/7
I had a simple goal tonight. Don’t stroll! And I succeeded! The director even gave me the
note after that he wanted more strolling specifically when I have my rant at the end. It felt good
to plant and deliver. I am working on being free enough to allow myself to move if I feel the
impulse to do so. Also, my other goal is to listen to the other actors. I feel like I did this.
However, it ended up feeling like I was just standing and staring. So then I thought, I need to
move around rather than stand and stare. So then I’d start making false facial reactions.
Additionally the language is so weird that I really have to listen to understand everything. So
listening is something I need to work more on and not act like I’m listening but really hear what
they are saying and see what they are doing.
I enjoy listening and reacting to the other actors. Alceste really does listen to what people
have to say. Unfortunately if they misspeak he will pounce on them as quick as a tiger. An
Alceste Tiger.

9/8
I felt much better about my performance tonight. I was reacting to my fellow actors and
lived more freely in the moment. When I say that I was living freely in the moment I mean that I
was not in my head worrying about what others think. I was listening to my fellow actors and
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responding to them in a way that felt truthful and real. This was at the cost of correct lines and
blocking unfortunately. So now I just combine it all for a stellar performance. I will review my
lines and get them into my soul and understand where my character needs to end up so that those
things will not get in the way of my performance. There is one scene where I cared more about
karate moves than being real. I can fix that. In that scene I will need to tackle the reality of it and
why my character would do those moves. So far so good. I wish I was a phenomenal actor but I
do not consider myself as such. I wish I was very funny, but again, I don’t see it. What I can do
is understand what my character is saying and what his relationship is with the other characters. I
can know what my character wants in the scene. These things are in my control and I hope to
have them down solidly and live in the moment and enjoy the performance.
I am starting to see that some of Alceste’s scenes are more important than others. This
might be a deadly thought. It’s better to see every scene as crucial I think. Alceste doesn’t really
have a journey in some scenes and he seems kind of one note at times. Sometimes I think,
“Alceste, take it easy man. You can lay off people a bit.” I am the character so I’ll find out how
to incorporate what is needed for the character.

9/9
I felt like tonight was my worst performance in a rehearsal thus far. I focused on all the
notes the director has given me and focused on implementing them. But in doing so I felt
disconnected and focused on the movement of the play rather than being connected with the
living play. My goal tomorrow is to focus more on relationships and make clear choices in
scenes where I feel completely lost. I felt lost for most of the scenes and didn’t know what I was
doing or why I was there. I felt for a moment that I was just spewing out the lines. Lines are
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continuing to be an issue for me despite going over and over them. I think my brain just needs a
break and some rest.
All this line memorization and rehearsal is fatiguing me. When I get fatigued I become
impatient. Stay strong and work through it!

9/10
I had my best performance of the play so far tonight. I felt great about it. I spent hours
today looking over scenes where I felt lost. I made goals and objectives for each scene and
thought about Alceste’s relationship with the other characters. Even though there were some line
issues I felt connected with my scene partners. I wanted something in each scene and went about
achieving those things. It was real and felt very good. I was proud of my performance. I made
choices I was proud of and for the first time gained some hope that I might actually do well when
the play goes up and feel proud about it.
During notes after rehearsal the director said he preferred last night’s performance over
this one. This was confusing because I honestly felt ashamed of my performance last night and
probably wouldn’t feel good putting something like that up for others to see. The director,
understandably, gave me several adjustments last night during notes because my performance
needed work. Tonight, even though I felt good about what I did, I received more redirection.
This is good. Even when I feel like I’ve done well I still cannot see myself. It may feel right but
the director knows what the overall play needs. A stand-out performance could distract from the
play if it doesn’t fit with the overall story or vision. I’m pretty critical of myself. Sometimes I
think that it’s probably more productive for me to receive input about what works rather than
what doesn’t work. But that is just me and I need to learn to work with all types of directors and
get over myself. If I were a little kinder to myself I would build a bigger buffer for outward
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criticism. I cannot control how a director might direct so I can only work on bettering myself to
be amiable in all situations.
The other issue I need to work on and get better at is receiving sarcastic remarks with
more grace. I typically work better with people who are direct rather than sarcastic. But to
everyman his own. This is just me and I know everyone has their own way of approaching things
and I should be understanding of that. These notes tonight have caused me great introspection. I
realize I struggle when someone reenacts something an actor did on stage, making light of their
acting, to show them what they did was not the most optimal choice. I have a hard time seeing
how this is constructive. I suppose some actors respond well to this but I fail to see much value
in it. I feel like the theatre should be a place where people feel welcome to try new things and
make mistakes and not fear ridicule. Sometimes pointing out funny things is good and builds
comradery but only if the actor is able to see the humor in it I think.
I found an issue with my quest for truth and realism: I wasn’t establishing that the play
was a comedy. I need to work on this. Find a way to be truthful and connected, but still be
comedic. That is a very difficult thing to do but I accept the challenge. My goal tonight was not
necessarily to be funny but to be connected, so after finding that connection I can search for the
comedy to add on top of that. Comedy should be based in reality and my performance tonight
was the most real I’ve felt so far but there still needs to be levity and lightness in it all. The
relationships should still be genuine and then maybe the circumstances and dialogue will inform
the comedy. I don’t think establishing this play as a comedy means that I over-act. I think large
gestures can be funny but only if they are either well-crafted or natural. By well-crafted I mean
that you have studied what has worked in the past and why such gestures work. With this
knowledge you can begin to craft what gestures go where and test to see if they work.
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I put on a performance tonight I felt very proud of but now I need to add in the comedy
somehow. I’m having a difficult time reconciling this but I’m sure I’ll figure it out.
There are many notes that are constructive and enlightening and most criticisms aren’t
harmful. I am not a precious flower, though I tend to make things too precious and take myself
too seriously. I will keep the gains I made tonight. My goal is to continue to work on clarifying
my objectives in the scenes and my relationships with the other characters and all the while
trying to figure out how to make this a comedy. I know you can’t please everyone but I’ll do my
best.
Actions are a way to clarify an actor's intentions. If something isn’t clear, or isn’t
entertaining it's important to pose the question, “What’s your action?” It clarifies to the actor
what they’re intention is. This will put an actor in their head for a time as they try to resolve this
and think about what their action is and how they are going to do that action. If the action is to
seduce then one must ask oneself, “What does it mean to seduce? How do I seduce? I can look
longingly at them and slowly move toward them. Why would my character do this?” If an actor
concentrates on the outward appearance of an action it can produce an affected performance that
focuses on the externals rather than what's going on inside of the actor. An action should rather
inform the actor of their motivation and why they are striving to accomplish their action.
Knowing your actions are great for clarity in the play and understanding the actor’s intent. They
can help get at the heart of a truthful performance. Another way to do this is to ask why. Why
does the character say what they are saying? Why are they doing what they are doing? Because
they love, or they’re afraid, or whatever. Why are they in love or afraid? What causes this? How
do they overcome this, or accentuate it, or whatever. Knowing actions can be incredibly
valuable. Actually, I think knowing the major action or objective is incredibly valuable (an
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action for each point can be overbearing and distracting). Actions are good but as an actor I can’t
stop there. After I know my intention I need to find out why. And the answer to that comes from
knowing the relationship and living in the moment. The director understandably wants a
determined and well-crafted performance where decisions are made and actions understood.
Now, it is my job as an actor to create a truthful and real performance that goes deeper than the
externals. I think that one should do all the research, understanding the actions even, but then
live in the moment of the play and be free within the given circumstances, including blocking.
This has been an experience for me to find what helps my performance and what doesn’t.
I feel passionate about what I’ve written tonight but I have a tendency to cut deeper and be more
negative than is helpful or constructive. Past issues maybe. Also I might be extra sensitive
tonight because I’m tired and exhausted. Either way, rant over.
I mentioned that I studied scenes and made some choices before rehearsal. One discovery
I made was in my scenes with Celimine and Philinte I decided to play around with my
relationship with them to really be more loving. It was interesting how my relationship with them
changed and how I reacted to them. I am going to continue to play with this. Another scene I
made specific choices about was my scene with Oronte. I decided to play a little. Maybe Alceste
was having fun with Oronte and toying with him a little. He enjoys a battle of wits and
welcomed the opportunity to demonstrate his intellectual superiority.

9/12
The break yesterday was much needed. After writing my Thursday rant I am learning and
realizing more about what I wrote. I have come to the realization that actions are super helpful to
me if I put them in context of my relationship with the other person. With Philinte I tried “to
befriend” him and I realized it helped me to connect more with him. That may not be the right
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choice but the action helped me improve my connection with my fellow actor. With Celimene I
chose “to love.” Again, it helped me connect more with her. I have written down actions for each
point I make which helps in scene study and to clarify the beats my character goes through but
when I’m performing I am not thinking about my action for each thing I say otherwise I am in
my head. And when I’m in my head I am embarrassed about my performance. So I need to do all
my homework, write down my actions, know my relationships with the other actors, understand
my characters background and motivations and then when I’m performing, hope all that
homework will inform my performance without me having to think about it. I already have
enough to think about with the millions of lines I say throughout the play. Millions.
Alceste really does love Celimene and thinks of Philinte as a dear friend. So when he’s
direct and harsh it isn’t to cut but rather to love them. He rebukes them because he loves them. It
seems counter intuitive but it really helps me understand my character better.

9/13
I’m feeling bad about my rant on Thursday. That’s what usually happens to me. I’ll
explode and then feel remorse afterward. Not that the points I made weren’t honest and how I
felt. I feel bad because I got so bothered and upset about things. I guess it just shows I’m
passionate about what I do. That, and I can get offended too easily. Those two things.
Rehearsal today was much better. I’m getting to a point where I have to realize I am not
Oscar worthy material. What I mean by that is that I am nowhere near where I want to be as an
actor. I realize this play will not be Tony worthy acting. That is still my goal (not to get an award
but just to be proud of my work and feel like I’m doing a good job). I want to do amazing work
but I am not where I want to be yet. However, when I look back and see where I’m at now I see
definite improvement. So I’ve come to the realization that I am happy with the strides I’ve made
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and the good choices I’ve been able to make discoveries in my performance. I still hope to find
more between now and opening and even continue to discover as the play runs. But I know I
need to find some sort of contentment with being in the middle and know I’m still improving and
am not where I want to be yet.
My biggest struggle is between realism and stage performance. I love being real and
acting out of my feelings but that is not enough. People on the back row need to hear me and see
what I’m doing. Therefore it needs to be “bigger.” In the past I’ve had a hard time with the note:
“Make it bigger.” I have felt it insinuates to make it false. So to combat this I translate that note
to mean, what does my character want and how badly do they want it. They want to achieve their
objective in the scene and “make it bigger” means that they need to want it more and find out
why. Is there more urgency? Are the stakes higher? I need to do my homework and create a
reality that will inform a “bigger” performance.
Alceste is coming together! A complete arc is still elusive.

9/14
I had an audition during the day before rehearsal for a student film. While I was waiting
to enter the audition I scripted my sides and wrote down my actions for each line. Because I only
had like 6 or 7 one-liners it was easy to peg an action on each section of dialogue I had. Knowing
my action for each line helped my performance immensely in my opinion. I felt very good about
my audition. Probably the best audition I’ve ever done and I attribute it to knowing my action on
each line. So how do I reconcile this experience to how I’ve felt in my theatre experience with
actions for the past two years? I’m not entirely sure. One thought I have is due to not putting in
the work and time needed to fully appreciate actions. Another thought is that actions play much
better for film than they do theatre. Film you can stop and start and go back and play each
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moment separately, and leave the blending together of everything up to the editor. Because this
is how film is done I was able to have in mind my action for each line I gave. I had the luxury of
reminding myself of the action before I delivered the line. In theatre one does not have this
luxury. If I were to stop during a theatre performance to remember my action it would halt the
play, it would put me in my head, and I would not be living in the moment. Actions in theatre are
difficult for me because there is no stopping. Once the lights come up, it's go time. In The
Misanthrope where I’m speaking throughout the entire play very long monologues this becomes
a challenge. It is a phenomenal challenge to be sure. So either my actions are in me or they’re not
when I perform. I cannot be thinking about them.
Rehearsal today was a good one. I feel so much better after my realization the other day
that my performance is not going to be breathtaking and amazing. It’s not. But, I can do my best
and that is all I can do. I have spent so many hours looking over the script and memorizing lines
and running lines and rehearsing I cannot think I have been lazy, because I haven’t. I have put in
the work. Could I have put in more work? Of course, I could have sacrificed more, definitely.
And maybe that’s a goal of mine in the future to put even more work in. However, I am pleased
with the effort and thought I have been able to put into this play. It is a step forward for me. It is
improvement. And that is all I really have control over, is to improve. I cannot be Benedict
Cumberbatch tomorrow. Or Ian Mckellen tomorrow. I can learn from them but I can be the best
David Brown I can be today. Which may not be much but it is an improvement from before. This
gives me a sense of peace and I leave it up to whatever happens knowing I put in the effort and
the work.
The cast is getting more familiar with one another and friendlier. This I hope will allow
the comedy aspect of the play to shine more than it has. It also makes me nervous and puts
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pressure on me as the lead to be social. I deal with social anxiety. I know this doesn’t have to do
directly with my performance but it is an aspect of the play and being an actor, having a rapport
with the other actors.
As far as rehearsal goes. Tonight I identified 4 scenes I am going to review tomorrow.
Solidify my actions, my relationships, and my goals for the scenes. I am going to review lines
and get those down better as well. Hopefully if I keep filling in holes and administering some
healing to some broken scenes it will improve the play that much more.

9/15
I took the day off today from other responsibilities and I felt like the rest greatly helped
my performance tonight. I felt comfortable and connected. There was a moment where Meghan
and I broke down laughing which I think was a product of me enjoying myself and being
comfortable on stage. I’m glad that happened at dress rehearsal and not during an actual show.
I spent time before the dress rehearsal to go over scenes I’ve been having trouble with or
I feel are not quite where I’d like them to be. This helped me clarify what I was doing in the
scenes and again, to feel more comfortable.
There was a discovery tonight which I’m very grateful for. It is the moment where I’m
using my critique of a fake person’s poem as a way to tell Oronte his poem is bad. I find that
scene to be very well written and very funny but I have never felt like my performance did it
justice. Tonight I found a moment that made it work though. If I focus on the fake person and get
caught up in the reality of what I’ve said to them then when Oronte interrupts me it pulls me out
of my diatribe. Then the line “that’s what I tried to impress upon him” is a moment when I
suddenly realize by looking back at Oronte and seeing on his face that I’d gone too far. This was
better to give that moment it's due and it also allows the next section of dialogue I have to have
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more weight as well. Because I follow that up with just being blunt about his sonnet and
throwing away the fake person. My ruse is up.
Two things I’ve learned help me in acting. One, to say the lines how David Brown would
say them. How would I say them? This helps me connect and understand what I’m saying. The
other is to study the other characters lines and identify what they say that causes me to respond
the way I do. This helps me stay connected with my scene partner and listen intently and respond
appropriately.

9/16
Last dress rehearsal. Solid dress I think. Everyone was on their game. They were content
and did what needed to be done. Show goes up tomorrow!

9/17
Opening night. I was surprised at how an audience affected me. I wasn’t expecting to be
affected by an audience but rather just perform, business as usual. This was probably due to the
house lights not going down for the first 10 minutes of the play. It was very eerie seeing
everyone's eyes in the audience and their reactions. Super weird. The audience was great.
Uproarious laughter. Great response. But I felt like my performance was affected and put on
rather than having a lot of reality going on beneath my performance. I was concerned about not
messing up and having my lines down. That was my focus. After the play we had a response
from ACTF. Here are my notes from that:
● Beginning needs to be a volley. The lines are down and blocking is set so now we can use
volume and tone and inflection in our volley. Counterpoint what they say and
counterpoint their counterpoint.
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● Hit Philinte with the peanut. Don’t miss him. If it goes out of the boundary of the stage it
takes people out of the world.
● The play is about argument, not anger. Make points and counterpoints rather than play
the attitude.
● Show in the beginning that we are in Celimene’s house.
● Keep the energy and theatricality up high throughout the play. Maintain that.
● Look up instead of looking down. I look down too much with my angst.
● Don’t pound T in “hate you.”
● It takes a lot of energy. Look up!

9/18
I felt more connected in my performance. I felt connected with my scene partner and with
the words I was using.

9/19
Enjoyable performance. Most things went well. Unfortunately cues were missed, lines
dropped, and it was an overall more relaxed performance from everyone tonight. I felt like I
dropped some of what I did well on opening night to achieve a more “real” and emotionally true
performance. Weird how my performance suffered because of this. I’m learning that there needs
to be a happy marriage between technique and naturalism. Last night had that.

9/24
My goal for the show tonight was to be less guarded in my performance. There was some
level of success. I was freer to show what's going on inside of me. All the quirks all the foibles
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rather than guarding those things. I felt I was more honest in my movements and in my
performance. I can definitely take this further but I am starting to realize it is those “weaknesses”
that make the performance good. The truthful human part of a performance is what is interesting.
If you guard the audience against the revelation of those things it will lessen the performance. So
this is my goal, to let the honesty come through, the good, the bad, and the ugly.

9/25
Matinee performance for a bunch of high schoolers. Their reactions to the play were
wildly different from the other audiences. They didn’t seem to pick up on the subtleties of the
play but rather responded overwhelmingly to the overt actions of what was going on. Because of
this I observed in my performance and the performance of others more of a comfort in the
outwardness of the acting. But a reduction in the cleverness of the play. Interesting how one
panders to the audience according to what they give you in their response. I tried to fight it and
push thoughts into my head like, “I will not pander to them. If it’s beyond them it’s their fault.”
But I kept feeling they were the ones in control and I needed to give them what they wanted.

9/26
I had the most people come tonight to see my performance, friends and family. I felt like
I started off with too little energy and was playing catchup for the rest of the play

9/27
My voice started going out during the second half of the play. I started off at the
beginning with the energy that was missing in the play yesterday. I enjoyed this performance but
wasn’t sure if the audience was enjoying it.
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9/28
Some actor issues. Evan Eyer completely missed his scene entrance and Sarah Beth and I
had to improvise several lines and blocking. It was so fun! Even though another actor should
never do that, I really enjoyed it. I have so much more experience as an improviser and so it
basically gave Sarah and me an opportunity to play with the lines and characters. Sarah is not
afraid either which made it an enjoyable experience.
My voice was nearly gone tonight but the audience loved it and I received feedback that
they thought it was a good character choice. It was almost completely gone by the end but by
that point Alceste is so angry and out of sorts that the lack of voice worked. In the end when I go
off stage screaming I pointed to Evan who took over the screaming for me once I was out of
sight of the audience. Sickness was going around at this time and I believe that is what caused
my voice to go out. I did not strain my voice in performance and felt warm before each show. In
the future I will spend even more time on warming up my voice in hopes that will overcome
what a potential sickness can cause.
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Class discussion.
(The director and several actors were present.)
Notes from the director:
● Hoover found it dense at the beginning.
● He chose not to do verse because he thought pros would be easier.
● He wished he had a vocal coach for this play.
● There were some adjustments of cast replacements from spring to fall.
● He was really pleased with the final product.
○ Young actors rose to the challenge and they came a long way
○ The production grew from first show to the last show. The show got better. It
grew in a good way.
● He purposefully chose a period, 1960’s, where people would have things in their hands.
I.e. cigarette, drinks, nuts.
● He felt like the concept worked.
● Rehearsal
○ There was a moment during rehearsal when the drinks were a part of the
performance. Rather than them being a distraction they added to the performance.
● Lovely cast to work with everyone was great to work with.
Notes from Class Discussion:
● Discussion about validation vs criticism
○ Is validation important?
○ Hoover confirmed indeed he did not feel that validation was needed and the fact
that the actors were cast in the play was ample validation.
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● The business on stage made the long monologues interesting.
● I was able to get my lines down and give clarity to the play. And the play received very
positive feedback and I headlined the play. Even though I was not the actor that stole the
show I was at least able to carry it.
● Acting with less experience actors. I received positive feedback that I worked with actors
less comfortable on stage than me but was able to accentuate their performance.
● Academically this was good because you have graduate students and undergraduate
students come together with varied acting experience. The integration of the varied range
of experience.
● I didn’t feel I was entertaining enough but Hoover and Meghan Shea said that’s not my
job. The opening was long and Hoover said he could have cut it and also not all the actors
were energetic or experienced enough to make the opening as exciting as it could have
been. In an academic setting there are all types of actors and some actors with varied
experience will be paired with one another.
● Hoover let Meghan and my scene go toward her being comedic. He admitted it didn’t
make the best sense for the scene. There could have been a better choice. If there was
more time he would have changed it. To make it fit more with the scene. I did feel that
the scene with Arsinoe was never great for me. I never fully understood what my
character wanted to get out of that scene. That scene might have played into Meghan
having a humorous moment rather than my character progressing in the story. I did feel
that each night I gained more and more insight into my purpose and what I was getting
out of the scene though. One revelation was that this scene gave my character an
opportunity to show that I was genuinely in love with Celimene and would not betray that
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love with another woman. That scene also helped me show that I put proof above
feelings.
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Post Mortem Notes
Statements of Meaning:
● The cast got along with one another very well.
● Everyone strived to be better throughout rehearsal and even during the runs, which
helped for the cast to continue challenging each other and pushing each other to try and
improve and become better.
● Words of Moliere were deep and fun to delve into.
● People enjoyed the play that came to see it.
● Archaic wording and language was performed and said in a way which came across as
natural and meaningful.
Questions:
● Alceste could have been bigger and comedic.
● Moments were disjointed and could have been connected better with the piece.
● See the play in its entirety. Is my character telling a full story or rather disjointed
moments?
● The 1960’s worked for the play
● The set design was great for the thrust
Opinions:
● The floor was beautiful but took a lot of time and tedious effort to build.
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Character Analysis
Alceste’s Story
My backstory for Alceste was that he was a reclusive writer and novelist. His work was
well-received and respected by the community but few people actually interacted with him face
to face. His writing reflected beauty and love in relationships because that is what Alceste
desired to see among mankind. He wrote how he wanted mankind to be, not how he thought they
were. Because his writing was graceful people mistook the author to be someone lovely and
pleasant. But clearly he was not that way at all around other people. In the play we see a rare
moment where he comes out of his exile to confront his lover. This story allowed me to reconcile
why people regarded Alceste so highly when at the same time Alceste was clearly a very
disagreeable and unpleasant person to be around. It also helped me understand why Oronte
would bother reading his sonnet to Alceste or care about his feedback.
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Alceste’s Bone Structure
1.

2.

Physiology
1.1.

Sex: Male.

1.2.

Age: 35.

1.3.

Height and weight: 6’1 and 175 lbs.

1.4.

Color of hair, eyes, skin: Dark brown hair, hazel eyes, light complexion.

1.5.

Posture: Good posture.

1.6.

Appearance: Good-looking, underweight, clean, neat but carefree, bearded,

1.7.

Defects: none

1.8.

Heredity.

Sociology
2.1.

Class: Upper-class.

2.2.

Occupation: Writer and author.

2.3.

Education: University educated. Well read.

2.4.

Home life: Parents were divorced. Currently living at his country home alone and
single.

3.

2.5.

Religion: Christian.

2.6.

Race, nationality: Caucasian, French.

2.7.

Place in community: Reclusive but well respected.

2.8.

Political affiliations: None. Purposefully stays away.

2.9.

Amusements, hobbies: Reading.

Psychology
3.1.

Sex Life, moral standards: Abstinent until marriage with high moral standards.
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3.2.

Personal premise, ambition: Wants to rid mankind of falsity.

3.3.

Frustrations, chief disappointments: The frailties of human weakness.

3.4.

Temperament: Not easy-going, temperamental, and flustered.

3.5.

Attitude toward life: Resigned.

3.6.

Complexes: Social anxiety.

3.7.

Introverted.

3.8.

Abilities: Knows Latin and has a large vocabulary.

3.9.

Qualities: Judgement and imagination.

3.10.

I.Q.: Very High.
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Character Relationships
1. Alceste
a. Alceste is not comfortable with himself in regard to the fact that he doesn’t get
along well with others but his ideology overrides this insecurity. He feels justified
that he is attacking the weaknesses of mankind and attempting to rid the world of
human foibles.
2. Celimene
a. The Love interest of Alceste. He loves her but despises many of her
characteristics. Alceste comes to the conclusion at the beginning of the play that
he has no choice but to love her as “love is not ruled by reason.” Alceste is torn
by Celimene’s playful and flirtatious nature. He likes it when it is directed toward
him but gets furious when it is bestowed on other male suitors. He does not like
how she makes a habit of pointing out the flaws of everyone she meets behind
their backs. He doesn’t have issues with pointing out flaws but believes it should
be done face to face. In fact, Celimene and Alceste agree on many of their
criticisms of others. The main difference is that Alceste says these things to the
person directly. Celimene loves the social life and works hard to have people dote
upon her. This is troubling to Alceste who is a social recluse and in fact has some
social anxiety.
3. Philinte
a. Alceste’s best friend. He is well spoken and level headed and probably Alceste’s
superior, intellectually. Philinte is a lawyer who always sticks next to Alceste’s
side. It is interesting that Alceste clearly appreciates Philinte’s friendship but is
not afraid to tell him to leave him alone and not speak to him. He does this
knowing Philinte will see through Alceste’s exaggerated annoyance and stick with
him. This is one reason at the end of the play why Alceste is so hurt. It is the only
time Philinte does not immediately follow him off stage.
4. Acaste
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a. Alceste detests Acaste. He is a young, pompous marquis who believes he is
deserving of Celimene's love. Acaste is one of Alceste’s rivals for Celimene’s
love which Alceste dislikes but he dislikes even more that Acaste puts on a front
and is false.
5. Oronte
a. Alceste respects Oronte and knows him to be an honorable man at court. This
however is challenged when Oronte presses to have his sonnet critiqued but does
not receive the criticism well, in spite of him adamantly requesting it. He is also a
rival to Celimene’s love which Alceste is wary of but not too concerned.
6. Arsinoe
a. Alceste pities Arsinoe. He respects her for her high moral standards but is not
romantically interested in her. He tries to keep their relationship formal but
struggles to fend off her advances.
7. Eliante
a. Alceste respects Eliante similarly to how he respects Philinte. She is level headed
and smart. She isn’t prone to gossip which Alceste greatly respects. However,
despite all of this he is not romantically interested in her because Celimene has
stolen his heart and he cannot force himself to love another despite his best
efforts.
8. Clitandre
a. Alceste sees Clitandre similarly to how he sees Acaste. He has them pegged as
superficial and false and cares little to get deeper into who they are. He has made
his judgement on them and can’t stand to be around them.
9. Basque
a. Alceste is appreciative of him and recognizes him occasionally. However he takes
little regard for Celimene’s manservant because his focus is elsewhere.
10. Du Bois
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a. Alceste loves Du Bois with all his blundering antics. He is as real as real can be
which is why Alceste employs him. Though his intellect is far inferior to
Alceste’s, it isn’t his brains that Alceste respects but his honesty.
11. Guard
a. Alceste has little regard for the guard until he shows him the warrant for his
arrest. The guard represents the aristocracy that Alceste despises.
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Acting Process and Additional Research
My acting process consisted of three main things. First, understand practically what I
needed to do as an actor. For this I leaned heavily on the book A Practical Handbook for the
Actor. Second, I strived to model this experience after the life of Constantin Stanislavsky: his
journey through acting, where he started, and where he ended up. I wanted to make this play a
mini-experience of the life of Stanislavsky as much as I could and use his system as a guide.
Third, I took a conglomeration of acting processes from anyone and anywhere I could find that
might contribute to my performance. These came from improvisation techniques, research I
garnered during my comprehensive examination in my master's program, a study of other
successful and accomplished actors, and other sources.
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Practical Acting
The Practical Handbook for an Actor is an acting handbook used in our master’s program
at the University of New Orleans. As is clear in the title, it provides a practical approach to
acting. The overall objective of The Practical Handbook for an Actor is to provide a means
whereby the actor can live truthfully under the imaginary circumstances of the play. There were
times when I felt my performance was false rather than truthful. There are two main things an
actor must do to achieve truthfulness. First is to have an action, which is how one physically
obtains a goal. The second is to understand the moment, or what is actually happening in the
scene. There were moments when I struggled with actions. I felt they got me thinking more,
rather than allowing me to be free in the moment. However, I got to the point when my actions
were internalized and I didn’t have to think about them, which helped me to realize how
beneficial actions can be. Understanding the moment was something I felt like I understood. I
did a good job of researching the text and understanding what was happening in all the scenes. I
felt comfortable that I knew what was actually going on in every scene of the play.
The book provides several techniques for the actor to utilize in order to find a way to live
truthfully under the imaginary circumstances of the play. The first technique is to have a physical
action. It describes 9 criteria that a proper action must have. An action must:
1. Be physically capable of doing.
2. Be fun to do.
3. Be specific.
4. Find the test in the other.
5. Not be an errand.
6. Not presuppose a physical or emotional state.
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7. Not be manipulative.
8. Have a “cap.”
9. Honor playwright's intentions.
Of these criteria the ones I tried to focus on the most were to have it be enjoyable and find the
test in the other. These two kept me interested in the performance and allowed me to work off of
my scene partner. There were times during The Misanthrope that I realized I wasn’t doing
anything to my partner or trying to get anything out of them. Once I realized this and focused on
having an action, testing whether it was working with my scene partner, I was then much more
involved in the scene and what was happening on stage.
The second technique analyzes the scene. I used this technique from start to finish. There
are three main questions an actor must ask himself:
1. What is the character literally doing?
2. What is the essential action of the character in the scene?
3. What is that action like to me? (“As if”)
If I ever found myself confused in a scene I would go back to the first question. What is my
character doing? I wrote this down several times in my script when I felt lost. Once I realized
what I was doing I would then ask myself why. Why is my character doing this? Which to me
was another way of saying, “what am I trying to get out of this scene” or to put it another way,
“what is my action.” If at this point I still felt stuck or wasn’t fully connected with my scene I
would then use an “as if” to better connect with the material. These questions naturally made me
think, which in turn put me in my analytical mind. So, once I felt good about my answers to
these question I had to remind myself the following points or mantras:
“That which hinders your task is your task.”
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“You must act before you think.”
“Impulses are correct.”
This would free me from my mind which I naturally am in too often for my own good. I would
act on impulse which wasn’t always a great choice or the best thing for the scene but it was
always truthful. And upon that truth I could build more to what was needed in the scene.
The next technique deals with externals, or in other words, bodily adjustments,
ornaments, and physical states. Bodily adjustments were a major focus for me. I had to learn not
to shuffle on stage but to move purposefully. This took a lot of concentrated effort as I naturally
shuffled my feet and wander onstage. To combat this I used bodily adjustments which at first felt
very unnatural and goofy looking. However, the more I did it the more I felt comfortable and
confident in my movement. My movement improved so much by focusing on this, however I
realized from this experience there is a lot more freedom and practice I can do to perfect my craft
in this regard. Another bodily adjustment I had to focus on was whenever I sat. I needed to have
a natural presence but at the same time keep good posture so I wasn’t slouching. So I had to
figure out a way to be comfortable in the scene and not be stiff but at the same time to keep good
posture whenever I sat down.
My concern with ornaments happened mainly before the show. I wore one costume
throughout the show. I applied mascara to my facial hair so that the audience could see it as my
hair is naturally light and thin. My jacket provided interesting opportunities to button and
unbutton it which I had fun to playing with different ways of doing that and finding purpose in it.
As far as any physical states, I was never drunk like some of the other characters but my
character did get fiercely angry. There was a scene where Alceste was so enraged he began to
physicalize that rage.
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Preparing for a scene is another technique I used to prepare for this role. A lot of this
technique happened during the rehearsal process and even what I’ve worked on personally as an
actor before I was cast in this play. It talks about learning lines by rote, not to memorize
inflections or line reading, and having the lines down so well that they will never be a hindrance
onstage. It took me a very long time to memorize my lines. I had a lot of lines and I’m not
naturally good at memorizing. Mnemonic devices such as putting a song to the lines or
memorizing the lines a certain way might help me memorize but would be detrimental to my
performance as it would inform a specific line delivery. It talks about using the rehearsal process
to explore and free your character so when you’re onstage you have a comfortability with that
freedom. I felt like the rehearsal process was so rushed I started to find this freedom more fully
only when we were actually performing in front of an audience. If there was one thing I could
wish for was for more time in rehearsal.
The last technique I utilized from this book was reviewing and performing a self-analysis
on the tools of the craft I needed to work on. The tools mentioned in the book are as follows:
1. A strong clear voice
2. Good clear speech
3. A strong supple body
4. The ability to analyze a scene correctly
5. Semantics – the ability to use words specifically in order to choose a good action
6. Memorization by rote
7. The ability to work off the other person
8. The ability to act before you think (i.e. on your impulses)
9. The ability to concentrate. Concentration is like a muscle. It can only be tempted
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by a good action to get back to the task at hand.
10. Bravery
11. Will
12. Common sense
Of these tools the two that I felt were the most beneficial for me and ones which I can continue
to improve upon are bravery and common sense. Common sense helped me to know when to
voice my opinion and when I should keep quiet. This helped me get along with my cast mates
and director and keep a cool calm head about things. Bravery helped me become something more
than I was. It helped me to not be afraid to fail, fall on my face, be made fun of, or do something
others might consider to be stupid. And through all of this I was able to find things that
surprisingly worked and were better than what I had originally planned or what I would have
done if I played it safe.
The last part of practical acting I used in my acting process was to review the pitfalls of
acting in the real world. They are three fold:
1. The Emotional Trap
a. Never worry about having to create emotion
2. Myth of Character
a. It's impossible for you to become the character you are playing.
3. Keep the theatre Clean
a. Work well with others. Actors, director, etc.
All of these were great reminders and comforting things to think about as I pursued to live
truthfully in this role. I knew I didn’t need to worry about creating a certain emotion or that I was
required to become the character of Alceste. As for keeping the theatre clean, casting helped
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immensely here. Each member of the cast was friendly with each another which made the
experience so enjoyable. It
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Stanislavski
Since I’ve been in graduate school I’ve been very interested in the life and teachings of
Constantin Stanislavski. Reading and researching more about him I’ve gained several gems of
knowledge that I used in my own development as an actor and in my performance in The
Misanthrope. Additionally, my performance of Alceste is heavily influenced by Stanislavki’s
acting revolution. I am unable to know exactly how Moliere performed Alceste when he first
appeared onstage in the 1600’s. Even if I did know exactly how it was done back then I would
not recreate it. Our world has changed. Acting standards have changed, mainly because of one
man, Constantin Stanislavski. So it is impossible to talk about a modern acting performance
without giving credit to the man who changed the actors approach to acting.
Nearly all current acting methods and teaching can be traced back to Stanislavski’s
teachings. He was influential during his lifetime not only for acting but for all aspects of theatre,
from production, to rehearsal, to upending outdated theatre mores of the time. His influence was
felt during his lifetime and the waves he made are still felt today. Stanislavski put together a
system for acting that taught the actor how to have an understanding of the most intangible and
uncontrollable aspects of human behavior, such as emotions and inspiration. He sought to create
a rational approach for an acting technique that produced real emotions, feelings, and movement.
In his own words he said of his system that “its aim was to give practical and conscious methods
for the awakening of superconscious creativeness” (My Life in Art 531). The life of Stanislavski
and his teachings helped me in my acting and in my performance of Alceste. I modeled my
experience after many experiences Stanislavsky had throughout his life, from early childhood
and on into adulthood. I have included much of my research on his acting methods and his life in
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general. I explore his life and experiences and extrapolate how his life experiences helped me to
improve as an actor and helped me explore further the character of Alceste.
Constantin Stanislavski was born in Moscow, Russia in 1863 about 200 years after
Moliere’s death. This was during a period where Russia had undergone a great resurgence of the
theatre arts. During Moliere’s time, in the late 1600’s, there were virtually no native theatres or
actors in Russia. It wasn’t until 1724 under the rule of Peter I “The Great” where a theatre was
built in St. Petersburg and regular performances began (Edwards 6). After Peter I, Elizabeth and
then Peter III made further advances in theatre. “Finally, in 1779, the first permanent dramatic
school was founded in St. Petersburg to attract a regular succession of actors drawn from the
Russian people” (Edwards 7). In the early 1800’s several influential theatres opened in Moscow:
The Bolshoi Theatre in 1824, the Maly Theatre in 1825, and the Alexander Theatre in St.
Petersburg in 1831. The court heavily influenced the resurgence of theatre but there was another
movement separated from the nobility that was also on the rise. Serf theatres began to pop up
where peasants, who had a natural stage presence and entertainment quality, began performing
on these government sanctioned stages. Russia began revitalizing many well-known plays
including many of the works of Moliere. This caused a mini-resurgence of Moliere’s work in the
country of Russia. A contemporary of the time described the theatre by saying, “Our young
theatre gradually grew from an object of nobleman's entertainment into a theatre for the people
and for their creative expression. Many talents developed to full artistry despite the adverse
conditions which were prevalent in the serf theatres” (Edwards 10). Since many of Moliere’s
works were a satire on nobility and high society they became popular amongst these theatre
groups. In the early 1800’s there were virtually no Russian plays which gained any sort of
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acclaim due to Tsar Nicholas demanding that all writing have a “patriotic repertoire,” and that
nothing should inspire independent thinking (Edwards 13).
Despite the tight control the monarchy held over the theatre, there were many quality
actors who gained admiration and favor from their audiences. One of the greatest actors of the
time lived in St. Petersburg and his name was Vassily Karatygin. He and famous art critic of the
time, Denis Diderot, agreed with the acting theory that there should be no feeling in the actor’s
performance. Karatygin’s “interpretations were always planned in advance down to the smallest
detail: he was skilled in the craftsmanship of his profession” (Edwards 14). In Moscow another
actor named Paul Mochalov was equally as acclaimed as Karatygin but his acting was
completely different from Karatygin. Mochalov did not plan for his roles but rather left his
performances up to the inspiration of the moment. This often led to inconsistent performances
from night to night. His characters would shift even during a single performance. However, it
would only take one great moment during the night for people to call him a genius. Mochalov
wrote:
In the first place, the actor must proceed with the analysis of the author’s thinking
and intentions, that is, with the discovery of what he meant to express by such and
such words, and what his aim was… depth of soul and a lively imagination are the
two faculties constituting the basis of talent, however, only then does the actor
possess the gift to convey to the audience what he feels in his soul, that is, to
make his imagination picture vividly the action, whether described or taking place
-- in brief, only then can the actor make the spectator forget himself. (Edwards 14)
Despite the vast difference between the acting styles of Karatygin and Mochalov there
was a third actor who challenged both these methods and ended up becoming one of the most
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well-known actors of his day, Mikhail Semyonovich Shchepkin, who himself was born a serf.
Shchepkin showed talent from a young age being praised above his peers as a child. It wasn’t
until Shchepkin turned 17 years old and joined the private theatre of Count Volkenstein where he
met Prince Metcherski that Shchepkin found his niche. “Prince Metcherski, an amateur actor of
unusual and original talent, had a very important effect upon him” (Edwards 15). Prince
Metcherski acted with minimal gestures and his voice tone was ordinary. The simplicity of
Metcherski’s acting at first seemed to Shchepkin as unfitting for an actor. The popular style of
acting during this time was not realistic. It involved big movements and an affected voice. “In
discovering the natural tone of voice, he was on the threshold of a new way of acting, and it may
be said that the realistic school, which was to come to full flower some years later in the Moscow
Art Theatre, was born with Shchepkin” (Edwards 16). Shchepkin was an early purveyor of what
Stanislavski eventually articulated to be his acting system.
Free theatres started popping up on the outskirts of cities and away from the noble elite.
In 1881 the Pushkin theatre opened with several advances in the way theatres were run. The
actors lived together and the emphasis was on the ensemble rather than individual performances.
Celebrity and the popularity of stars was not encouraged. These theatres paved the way for the
eventual founding of Stanislavski’s Moscow Art Theatre many years later which would perform
some of Moliere’s plays.
Stanislavski began to create studios in February of 1909 where he taught his system of
acting to other actors. He wanted to spread his knowledge of how an actor can find the inner
inspiration to become the character. At first it was not received with much interest and his first
group of students were young actors who were unknown at the time. Eventually his classes
became a hub for developing actors.
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Stanislavski spent a lifetime creating his system for acting. Beginning at a young age
until his death at the age of 75 years old he continued to examine and re-examine the art of
acting. His ultimate goal was to find reality in acting and create a system for accessing the
inspiration and spiritual connection required for such a performance. There were many elements
to his system and his books illustrate much of Stanislavski’s beliefs on acting. Several key
aspects of Stanislavski’s acting system influenced how I approached the character of Alceste.
One thing that led Stanislavski to create his system was his intense drive to never settle
for anything less than perfection. He was constantly looking how he could improve his acting
and was never one to spare himself honest criticism. This is evident from his early years.
Finally, it was immediately after his performance in the two farces A cup of Tea
and The Old Mathematician that he made the first critical comments on his acting,
thereby beginning his “Artistic Notes.” Regarding his acting in the play, The Old
Mathematician, he wrote, “I played coldly and languidly, without a spark of
talent, though I was not worse than the others.” With reference to his successes in
the first play, as measured by the audience’s laughter he commented: “It was
Muzil (a comedian admired by Stanislavsky) who made their laughter, for I had
copied even his voice.” Magarshack maintains that “it was this habit of unsparing
self-criticism which gradually led him to examine analytically the laws of acting
and eventually to evolve his famous ‘system.’” (Edwards 29)
Stanislavski’s self-criticism and awareness was the beginning of creating a system for actors.
Because he was able to self-reflect and intellectually analyze his acting he began to understand
acting on a deeper level. I found myself being honest in evaluating my performance with Alceste
and other times I would try and rationalize myself. I knew when I was not understanding the
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characters motivations or why he acted the way he did in a particular scene. In these moments I
could humble myself to find the meaning in what I was doing. However there were many times
when I would make a choice that didn’t work and I found myself trying to justify my choice
rather than realizing that there was probably a better choice out there.
Stanislavski continued to work on his system but there were some inconsistencies in his
work. Edwards points out two conflicting methods, “which he designated as ‘to memorize the
text so that the words repeated themselves mechanically,’ and ‘to live not in our own selves but
in our roles as we did in The Practical Man’” (32). Stanislavski comments on this contradiction
by saying, “Of course this did not lead us anywhere, for the methods of experience in life
continually created a need for impromptu work and the methods of memorizing words
completely excluded the possibility of impromptus” (Edwards 32). But even though Stanislavski
felt that this did not lead anywhere, it did lead to further analysis and exploration in developing
his system. Actors start off most roles by memorizing the lines. I struggled in my efforts to
memorize the long passages of dialogue in The Misanthrope. I found myself stuck in
regurgitating the lines rather than allowing the impromptu possibilities that Stanislavski refers to.
I learned that once I have my lines completely down and I didn’t have to fear the lines would be
there when I needed them, I was freer to be present in the moment and react to any new stimuli
that the play might offer.
Physicality was an important aspect of Stanislavski’s system. In his book My Life in Art
Stanislavski recalls the connection he made with acting and physical actions.
I tried first of all to understand and study the physiological cause of the physical
process, that is, why the rhythm of action and speech is so slow with old men,
why they rise so carefully, why they straighten so slowly, walk so slowly, etc…
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Before I would rise I looked for something to rest my hands on, and rose with the
help of my hands…. Conscious relation to action that was typical to old age
guided me and as a result I turned my own feelings to the physiological
phenomena of senility. This created a kind of method from the outer to the inner,
from the body to the soul, based upon an unbreakable bond between physical and
psychical nature. (182)
Acting in The Misanthrope helped me be free to move on stage better than any other experience
I’ve had as an actor so far. I learned that I did not know how to move purposefully before this
experience. I didn’t even know what to move around purposefully meant. My lower body was
fearful, whereas I had trained my upper body to be free. I realized if I wanted to move around the
stage in purposeful manner I had to consciously tell myself how exactly my legs would move. At
first this was very mechanical. But the more I did this the more comfortable it became and it
became more natural for my character to interact with the other characters onstage.
One of the most contested and debated aspects of Stanislavski’s system has to do with
emotion. Lee Strasberg strongly purported emotional recall and stated that this came from
Stanislavski. However, Stella Adler and others have spoken about how damaging and incorrect
this can be. Stanislavski writes in his book My Life in Art that unless you have some truthful
inner motivation or inspiration then:
Nothing is left but to squeeze emotion out of yourself by means of force. There is
no greater harm than the harm in the mechanical forcing of the emotions from
outside, without the creation of an inner spiritual stimulation. Under this method
emotion remains in a drowsy state and the actor begins to strain himself
physically. The muscles of the actor are willing tools that are worse than the worst
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enemies. Every young actor who forces his will to undertake parts too difficult for
him only develops his stage muscles, and nothing else. (195)
Stanislavski’s main goal with creating his system was to be able to have a road map for
actors to organically live the role they were playing rather than just simply perform the
mannerisms of such.
In the repertoire of an actor, among the large number of parts played by him, there
are some that seem to have been creating themselves in his inner consciousness
for a long time. One only has to touch the role and it comes to life without any of
the tortures of creation, without any quest or technical work. (My Life in Art 213)
Stanislavski wanted to actually become the character. “Within the limits of the play,” he
explains, “I live the life of Rostanov, I think his thoughts, I cease to be myself. I become another
man, a man like Rostanov. Do you understand this phrase that is magic for the actor, To become
another?” Gogol explained this phenomenon, “Anybody can imitate an image, but only a true
talent can become an image.” Stanislavski continues:
If that was true, then I had talent, for in this role (although it was almost the only
one) I had become Rostanov, while in my other roles I merely copied and imitated
the necessary images and sometimes my own image. (My Life in Art 214)
Work was always a part of Stanislavski’s life, from working at his father’s factory to
spending hours on his plays. This work-ethic translated itself into his system. Stanislavski did not
hide his strong feelings about the necessity of hard work. He said this:
Remember that my objective is to teach you the hard work of an actor and
director of plays - it is not to provide you with a pleasant pastime on the stage.
There are other theatres, teachers and methods for that. The work of an actor and
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director, as we understand it here, is a painful process, not merely some abstract
“joy of creativeness” that one hears so much empty talk about from the
ignoramuses in art. Our work gives us joy when we undertake it. This is the joy of
being conscious that we may, that we have the right, that we have been permitted
to engage in the work we love - work to which we have dedicated our lives. and
our work gives us joy when we see that having fulfilled our task, put on a
performance, played a role, we have contributed something worthwhile to our
audience, communicated to it something necessary, important to its life, for its
development…
Nevertheless the whole process of an actor’s and director’s work - including his
performance - is one that requires enormous self-mastery and often also great
physical endurance. This work cannot be replaced by means of general words and
moods.
The thing which lies at the base of an actor’s or director’s creativeness is work,
and not moods or any other popular slogans such as “flights,” “down beats,”
“triumphs.” (Stanislavski’s Legacy 9)
Failure and hard work is an important part of the process. You cannot have the good
without the failures and hard work. These two things are inescapable from each other for an able
actor. Stanislavski was able to overcome failures and considers them important for his own
personal development but also for those who use his system to gain truthfulness in their acting.
When I look back over the roads that I have traveled during my long life in art, I
want to compare myself to a gold-seeker who must first make his way through
almost impassable jungles in order to find a place where he may discover a streak
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of gold, and later wash hundreds of tons of sand and stones in order to find at last
several grains of the noble metal. And, like the gold-seeker, I cannot will to my
heirs my labors, my quests, my losses, my joys and my disappointments, but only
the few grains of gold that it has taken me all my life to find. (Edwards 1)
Lee Strasburg of The Group Theatre was very influential in bringing Stanislavski’s
system of acting to America. He took the teachings of Stanislavski and used them in his famous
theatre. The Group Theatre’s members became some of the most influential actors, acting
coaches, theatre directors, and film-makers in American history. Members included Stella Adler,
Elia Kazan, Sanford Meisner, and more. Members of the group went on to create stars such as
Marlon Brando, James Dean, Al Pacino, and others. Theatre and films such as A Streetcar
Named Desire and On the Waterfront were directed by Elia Kazan. These groundbreaking names
and performances were all influenced by Stanislavski primarily through The Group Theatre.
Strasburg taught heavily from the influence of Stanislavski. He sought reality in the
performances from the group. He used a version of Stanislavski’s system which he called “The
Method.” Strasberg coined the phrase “method” as Stanislavski never used the word to describe
his system for acting, but always called what he was creating his system. Thus the term “Method
Acting” came from Strasberg as a bastardization of the term Stanislavski used. Strasberg also
strongly supported the idea of emotional memory which idea Stanislavski abandoned in his later
years.
One of the most highly influential acting coaches of the 20th century, Stella Adler, was
able to meet Stanislavski a few years before his death. Her meeting with him happened after she
was introduced to his methods via The Group Theatre. These teachings of Stanislavski that she
learned through the theatre however were heavily influenced by Strasberg and did not reflect
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exactly what Stanislavski believed or taught. Strasberg’s method was a highly interpreted and
influenced version of Stanislavski’s system. Adler first met Stanislavski in a small group of
about 6 people in Europe. At first she was hesitant to speak with him. She recalls:
Mr. Stanislavski spoke to everyone and he perceived that I was reticent.
Naturally, he would notice that, because he had the “eye” and nothing got past
him. He finally turned to me and said, “Young lady, everybody has spoken to me
but you.” That was the moment that I looked at him, eye to eye, we were together.
I heard myself saying, “Mr. Stanislavski, I loved the theatre until you came along,
and now I hate it!” He looked at me a little longer, and then he said, “well, then
you must come to see me tomorrow.” (Adler 119)
Stella Adler then was able to solicit his assistance for a period of a couple weeks. She worked
with him, questioned him, and prodded into his system of acting.
Stanislavski and I were in the greatest closeness of director and actress, and very
soon it was just actor and actress! We worked together every day for many, many
weeks. In those periods, there were certain things that he asked me to do.
Particularly, he made very clear to me that an actor must have an enormous
imagination that is free and not inhibited by self-consciousness. I understood that
he was very much an actor who was fed by the imagination. He explained to me
how important it was to use the imagination on the stage. He then explained in
detail how important it was to use the circumstances. He said that where you are
is what you are, and how you are, and what you can be. You are in a place that
will feed you, that will give you strength that will give you the ability to do
whatever you want. (Adler 120)
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The meeting between them was brief but important. It allowed Adler to have a
counterpoint to Strasberg’s interpretation of Stanislavski’s system. She expresses her tribute to
Stanislavski this way:
When I did walk away from Stanislavski’s apartment, I wandered the streets of
Paris. I knew Paris; I knew it as any fervent actress would, who looks at the roofs,
at every doorknob, at every little shop. I was infatuated with Paris. I had worked
with the master teacher of the world, the man whose words were going to flood
the world with truth. That sense he had, of how truthful you had to be; this was
his heritage, this is what he gave away. I could never thank him enough. I
remember walking down the street and saying, “Mr. Stanislavski, I can’t thank
you personally, but all my life I will dedicate myself to other people, to give them
what you have given me.” (Adler 122).
From famous acting coaches, to directors, to actors Stanislavsky has had a major
influence on the world of acting and theatre. His Legacy has been felt for over a hundred years
and continues to influence actors today. Stanislavsky gives us an idea of what he wanted his
legacy or influence on the world of theatre to be like in the speech he gave for the first rehearsal
of The Moscow Art Theatre.
For me this theatre is a long-hoped-for, long-promised child. It is not for the sake
of material gain that we have waited so long for it. No, it is the answer to our
prayer for something to bring light and beauty into our humdrum lives. Let us be
careful to appreciate what has fallen into our hands lest we shall soon be crying
like the child who has broken his favorite toy. If we do not come to this enterprise
with clean hands we shall defile it, disgrace ourselves and be scattered to the ends
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of Russia: some will go back to prosaic duties of everyday life, others, for the
sake of keeping the wolf from the door, will profane their art in dirty, ramshackle
theatres. Do not forget that if we break up with such a black mark against us we
shall deserve to be laughed to scorn, because there we have undertaken something
which is not a simple, private matter, but bears a public character. (Stanislavski’s
Legacy 3)
Stanislavski was an accomplished actor himself but his greatest contribution was what he
left for others to inspire and lift them. He dedicated his life to the idea of finding reality in acting
and bringing this enlightenment to others.
Do not forget either that our goal is to bring enlightenment into the lives of the
poor, to give them some aesthetic enjoyment amid the gloom in which they have
been living. We are attempting to create the first thoughtful, high-minded, popular
theatre and to this great goal we are dedicating our lives. (Stanislavski’s Legacy 3)
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Major points I learned from studying Stanislavsky:
Honest self-criticism is good. It is important. Don’t kid yourself you're doing a good job
if you're not. If you don't understand something admit it to yourself. If you can't figure out a part
at first that’s okay. Honesty to yourself can lead to greater discoveries and better acting ability.
Lying to yourself that you should not be criticized will make you stagnant. Tiger woods said
about his golf game that he is his biggest critic and what other people say doesn't bother him
because he's already ten times harder on himself. Stella Adler tells a story about how
Stanislavski admits he didn't understand the role of Dr. Stockman in Ibsen’s An Enemy of the
People. Though his first performance was groundbreaking it took him ten years to really
understand the character.
Mr. Stanislavski also told me - very much actor to actress - how he had suffered
when he played An Enemy of the People. He said that he was a complete disaster.
He didn’t know the part; he didn’t know where to touch it. He said it was difficult
for him; that Ibsen was difficult for him. He told me that it took him ten years to
find the part. While he was gathering the elements for a technique that would
make acting easier, he found the answer to the problem that he had essentially
experienced as an actor throughout his life, especially while working on An
Enemy of the People. In this particular play, Stanislavski said that he had talked to
the people and asked them to do something. That was wrong. He said, "I had to
speak to the souls of the people. If I could reach their souls, I could get
somewhere.” Ten years after Stanislavski had originally played the role, the play
was revived; the part was his and he was then able to play it. (Adler 121)
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Ten years later when he played the part again he finally was able to figure it out. It took him ten
years to understand the part! This is one of the greatest acting minds ever and it took him ten
years. It's ok to admit when you don't know or don't understand something. It will springboard
you to discover and greater steps of self-improvement.
Copying other actors is a great place to start. Stanislavski did this in his first performance
in The Alexiev Circle. He completely copied a comedian’s performance even down to the voice
(Edwards 29). Even though it was uninspired he gained tools and abilities and honed his craft so
that when he was able to further tap into inspiration he had the acting chops and ability to give
the inspiration justice. So even though a complete mimicry or copy of another performance will
lack the inspiration that a full performance might have, it will improve the actor’s mechanics and
abilities. It will increase the range of the actor. There was a lot of this in my performance of
Alceste. I copied movements and physical actions that were not inspired but I wanted to at least
get myself moving and doing something.
If you give a performance that you love, or in other words feel inspired, then don't expect
others to praise you. They may very well criticize you. It happened often to Stanislavski in his
early career and it prompted him to find a way to reconcile personal inspiration with audience
approval. I am nervous to let myself show and I hold myself back at least partially for fear of
criticism. This is something I really tried hard not to do but to let myself be free. But being free I
should not expect that my inspiration will garner acclaim. There was very little acclaim on my
performance as Alceste. The play garnered a lot of praise but my performance specifically did
not. It is a struggle for me to reconcile this. I naturally seek praise and acclaim and it is difficult
for me to convince myself it is not necessary or needed for my wellbeing as an actor.
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Stanislavski managed this however and his inner drive to pursue his passion for acting overrode
any criticism he might have received.
Reality in acting does not mean boring commonplace reality. On the contrary, there is an
artistic reality that is both real and interesting. Stanislavski said, “I wanted living, truthful, real
life, not commonplace life, but artistic life” (My Life in Art 97). He understood that complete
realism can be boring but truth on stage in a performance can be awe-inspiring. I found moments
of real truthful reality while performing in The Misanthrope. There were times when it was a
struggle for me to feel inspired but still be entertaining and heighten the scene. This is something
I have yet to master and will continue to revisit this until I have.
Stanislavski frequently refers to the spirit, saying such things as finding “spiritual truth.”
He stated that the spirit should respond to the role rather than an outward expression of the
character. I can relate to this. My own journey to acting has been one where something inside me
is drawn to acting, possibly my spirit. I feel something about acting that inspires me. Stanislavski
sought inspiration in every role he played. He felt that characters should not be hollow but that
they should have some spiritual response to the truth of the character. I felt spiritually connected
to the character of Alceste. He stood for something in the face of social pressure. His morals
were firm and he was not willing to waver. I don’t agree with how he went about pushing his
ideals on others but the fact that he had enough moral courage to stand for what he believed to be
right was something I felt inspired to commit to in my performance.
Stanislavski never gave up. Before even the first play, the Moscow Art Theatre received a
barrage of criticism and mocking from the theatre community. After their first play was a success
it was followed by five failures in a row. It wasn’t until after all this failure that they produced
one of the greatest performances in modern history The Seagull. This is a great lesson for anyone
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to learn. That failures do not define you or stop you from incredible success. Stanislavski’s
vision and sincere belief in an ideal kept him moving forward and despite great failures and
criticism he realized his vision. Even if you fail that does not mean you are a failure. It does not
mean that you cannot achieve greatness. Failures do not define us. Stanislavski was the epitome
of this principle as his successes and discoveries have influenced nations for over one hundred
years. I can connect with this idea of failure in my portrayal of Alceste. I do not feel like my
performance was as impactful as it could have been. However, I can take things from this
experience to drive me forward to find the success I’m looking for. I was a lead in a play that
was very successful. Almost unanimously enjoyed by the audience. I wasn’t just the lead but was
practically in every scene with incredibly long lines of dialogue. I was in the play twice as much
as anyone else. Maybe more than all the other characters combined. So the fact that the play was
well received shows that even though my personal performance may not have been stellar, I was
able to keep the play going well enough for people to enjoy it.
Constantin Stanislavski has had the greatest impact on modern acting, more than any
other figure in history. Almost all current acting methods and teaching can be traced back to his
significance. He was influential during his lifetime not only for acting but for all aspects of
theatre, from production, to rehearsal, to upending outdated theatre mores of the time. His
influence was felt during his lifetime and the waves he made are still felt today. Stanislavski put
together a system for acting that taught the actor how to have an understanding of their
performance in the most intangible and uncontrollable aspects of human behavior, such as
emotions and inspiration. He sought out to create a rational approach for an acting technique that
produced real emotions, feelings, and movement. His work has influenced the way I act and
pursue a role as an actor. It influenced and shaped my performance as Alceste.
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Improvisation Techniques
I used several improvisation techniques in my performance. The most basic
improvisational technique is something called “Yes, and...” It basically means to accept whatever
your scene partner is offering and then add upon that. I used this, especially in scenes with Sarah
Beth and Meghan Shea. They both were very free and open in their performances where I could
try something and they would be willing to reciprocate. This influenced the performances and
allowed them to have a life of their own. I believe this style enhances the chance for truth in the
moment to be established.
Another tenant of improvisation was commitment. If I failed or made a bad choice, I
didn’t show the audience what I thought of my acting but rather committed to my choice and
moved forward. This is a great technique for making the best of the moment and surprisingly a
lot of good performances arose from this. I felt several times that my performance wasn’t as
interesting as it could be but I was committed to it and started to feel better about my
performance.
The last improvisational technique is to set up your partner. I tried to do this in a scene
with Sarah Beth. There is a part in the play where Alceste basically tells Celimine to stop yelling
at him and I chose to deliver that line by yelling at her. This allowed her to respond in kind and it
was a fun moment for our characters and the audience.
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The Courage to Create
I utilized the teachings in this book. I studied this book for my comprehensive exam last
year and found many things therein beneficial to my acting. Rollo May says that "a chief
characteristic of courage is that it requires a centeredness within our own being... we must
always base our commitment in the center of our own being, or else no commitment will be
ultimately authentic." I strived for this in my performance. I strived to be centered in what was
truthful to me. He defines courage as four basic ideas: physical, moral, social and creative.
Physical Courage was difficult for me at the beginning of rehearsal. I shuffled my feet
across the stage rather than moving purposefully. This was something I had to consciously work
on even into the run of the play. I was able to begin to understand how to better move
purposefully and with real intent. Moral courage played a big part in creating my character.
Alceste stood up for what he believed to be right in the face of ridicule. He did it unabashedly
and was not ashamed to tear down hypocrisy.
Social Courage was a part of my performance. I struggle socially as a person and I had to
make an effort to be friendly with my fellow actors. I had to force myself to relate with them and
get out of my shell. I am naturally more comfortable by myself but I knew that the show would
be better if I opened up to the other actors and the atmosphere was a friendly one. Creative
Courage was difficult for me because I try to shield myself from criticism and mistakes. Being
creative means people will disagree with you and it also means you’ll have to try new things and
make mistakes. It is hard for me to put my heart and soul out there and have someone return it
with sticky notes on it saying how wrong it is. But I pushed myself to create and then be humble
to receive criticism. I wasn’t always able to receive criticism humbly or to admit my choices
weren’t always strong but there were moments where I was honestly introspective and the result
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made my performance much richer as a result.
Rollo May talks about the nature of creativity. He says that creativity is a stepchild of
psychology. I am someone who is very into psychology. I minored in it in my undergraduate
years. I am constantly thinking and am in my head. I believe this can be used for good if it
doesn’t adversely affect my performance and prevent me from being free in the moment. He
asserts that creativity is bringing in something new into being and is more than just being artful
or aesthetically pleasing. I tried to bring something new to the table. And I came to realize the
only thing new I can bring is myself. I am unique and whatever I add to the performance that
comes from me will be unique as well. Every human is unique.
The creative process is unique to every artist. May says that it is more about creative
moments than creative people and that the encounter with a creative moment can vary in
intensity. However, inspiration comes and isn’t something we can will. We can only create an
environment that is more susceptible to this inspiration. I think of inspiration in spiritual terms.
These are ideas and thoughts that come from outside of you. I have researched and studied many
words from successful actors and directors. Steven Spielberg explained inspiration as something
where you get hit from behind. You don't choose it, it chooses you. Daniel Day Lewis, said that
he just hopes it comes and that it isn't created by him. I put in the time and did my best to create
an environment where I could be inspired. There were moments of inspiration that I was able to
take and use in my performance. I did my best to find moments in The Misanthrope but my best
choices came from inspiration.
May talks about limits and creativity and their relationship. He teaches that the
limitations put upon creativity are not only unavoidable but valuable. I agree with this assertion.
Because of this limitations in The Misanthrope I strived to find a balance between realism and
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comedy. May also asserts that consciousness is born out of these limits and that creativity arises
out of the tension between spontaneity and limitations. I wanted to be spontaneous but still be
true to the blocking and the script. These are confining aspects but it caused me to find solutions
and to be free in the moment while still being true to the limits.
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Empty Space
This was another book I studied for my comprehensive exam. It is written by Peter Brook
and breaks up theatre into 4 separate ideals. It was helpful to view theatre in four different
perspectives and I utilized several of these teachings in my preparation in The Misanthrope.
The first aspect is called the “deadly theatre.” It talks about how no one alive today has
ever seen how Shakespeare put up his plays. No one has heard how they spoke or has seen how
they moved. Since Moliere’s plays are centuries old as well, I applied this teaching. My
performance does not need to mimic how Moliere played the character of Alceste. Indeed it is
impossible for me to see exactly how he did it. So I am free to perform how I feel inspired to do
it. Also, the setting of a more modern period helped influence my performance as well. Another
thing it mentions is the director is not God. This is good for me to keep in mind because I
naturally want to please the director and do everything director asks of me. It also talks about
how theatre can be alive if it has a goal. My goal is to improve other people's lives. I can do this
with an inspiring performance that helps people think and be inspired to greater heights in their
lives. I received feedback from audience members after the show that it made them think and
make certain realizations about their own lives. This feedback was incredibly gratifying as I
realized I was a part of making a change in people’s lives.
Peter Brook talks about the “holy theatre” as a place for an escape from reality. A place
where people can come and enjoy themselves and be happy. I was pleased that The Misanthrope
was very well received and people were pleased with their time spent in the theatre. In the “holy
theatre” there is a concern regarding applause versus silence. Silence is not only inevitable but
necessary. The times when our audience responded was more powerful because it was preceded
by silence. I knew they were in to the play and listening. Brook lists what every actor needs:
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concentration, courage, will, clear thought, emotional reserves, and form. Each of these aspects I
tried to better understand and incorporate into my performance. The last part of “holy theatre”
that I connected with was his urge for actors to allow barriers to drop. The secret of the role is for
the actor to open himself up. It is a gift to the spectator. I realized that putting things on doesn't
find more out but rather stripping and tearing away allowed me to find the truthfulness of the
situation. I had to have a rehearsal where I stripped away all the added theatricality and just
perform truthfully. Once I had that base I could add on everything else.
The two biggest lessons I was able to take from the “rough theatre” and incorporate into
my performance were that actors need lives outside of the theatre and that batteries need to be
recharged before each show. I have a lot of things in my life beyond my performance: I have a
wife and four children, I have classes and school work, I have an assistantship which is basically
a part-time job working in the costume shop, and I spend many hours each week serving in my
church calling. All these things take up my time, energy, and thought. But they also give me life
experience I can put into my performance. I had to recharge my batteries before each
performance. I was absent from a class because I needed time to recharge. I was concerned when
a Friday matinee was put upon us the week before opening. I made sure I was rested but I think
my performance that evening may not have had as much energy as it could have.
The biggest lesson I have learned from the “immediate theatre” is the observation that a
good stage actor is able to act in film but not necessarily vice versa. I love film acting. That is my
passion. The program I am in is mainly geared toward stage acting. I realize that this experience
on stage is allowing me to hone my craft and prepare me for a greater chance at a successful
career in film acting. The Misanthrope provided me with an opportunity to stretch myself and see
if I could lead a show and still have it be a success.
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Personal Review of My Work
Overall I am pleased with this entire experience and with my performance. I am content I
did the best I could. My best may not have been great but I feel good about what I did. This was
the first play, in which, I was the main character and the overall response was that people really
enjoyed the play. I spent hours and hours on studying the material and making choices. I was
able to memorize long monologues and difficult dialogue. So I feel great about my progress. I’m
also happy I was able to identify areas where I can improve as an actor.
I struggled with mapping out my character arc. I could have done a better job stringing all
my monologues and scenes together into a clearer character arc. There were many scenes and
moments where I was playing the scene but was less conscious of how that scene fit with
Alceste’s overarching objective and journey. If I were to redo this experience I think I would
spend more time understanding the full movement of the character and how each scene and
moment in each scene led to the next point in his arc. I know there is only so much time and I
spent a lot of time on my character but it’s good for me to learn where I can improve the next go
around.
My movement was generally stiff at the beginning but got better during the
performances. I worked on not dragging my feet and worked on crafting my movement across
the stage. I didn’t fully grasp how I was to accomplish purposeful movement until about halfway
through the run of the show. I figured out during the show what it meant to move purposefully
and to pick up my feet. I still don’t do it well but I’m better from having to figure it out. Next
time I’ll figure that out during rehearsal rather than during the run of the show.
I needed to spend more time on movement. Blocking was solidified quickly. Some of the
actors were less experienced and weren’t as amiable to try new things during rehearsal after
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blocking was set. So unfortunately there wasn’t as much freedom to try new things after the first
couple weeks of rehearsal. The director mentioned after the play was over that in the scene
where Arsinoe is dancing for Alceste the blocking was set quickly and in the end it did not help
the overall arc of the play. More time for blocking could have improved the play. There were
some scenes where I felt somewhat lost and didn’t understand my purpose in the scene until later
in the process.
This is out of my hands but more rehearsal time to go over specific scenes that didn’t get
as much attention as they could have would have helped me. Specifically, my scene with
Meghan, most scenes with Sarah Beth, and the scene at the end. For many of these scenes we
had time for one rehearsal before being put into the full run of the play. There wasn’t much time
for scenes to breath and flesh out characters during the rehearsal process. Understandably, a lot
of the fleshing out was done on our own time. I think because all the main actors knew they were
cast since March there was a shorter rehearsal schedule relying on the actors to do research
during the summer. There is wisdom in this. I’ve learned that personal research can’t replace
rehearsal in a play.
I received a lot of positive feedback about my performance with people saying I was a
good actor and they enjoyed the show, however I’m not convinced I gave a standout
performance. This experience gave me an opportunity to self-reflect and fine tune my acting
ability. Hopefully this new knowledge and self-assessment will translate into becoming a better
and more interesting actor.
Rereading my journal I realize I was too heavily focused on myself. I wish I would have
spent more time and energy on mining out information about my character and developing more
of a character. I spent a lot of time on the theory of acting and what approaches toward acting is
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best. I spent time being critical of the director and worrying about and anticipating how
audiences would judge me. If I would do less of that and spend more time on my character and
the overall story I believe I would have felt much better about the whole experience and my
performance. This was a good life lesson for me. Stop worrying so much about myself and
everyone else but rather focus on what is needed to accomplish the task at hand. Maybe this will
be my new mantra.
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Appendix
Script
The following document is a copy of my script. It includes actions, objectives, and other
ideas, thoughts, or realizations I decided to write down during rehearsal and studying my
character.
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Misanthrope Cast and Crew List
CAST
Alceste:
Philinte:
Oronte:
Celimene:
Eliante:
Arsinoe:
Acaste:
Clitandre:
Basque:
Du Bois/Officer:

David Brown
John Charles II
Eduardo Sanchez
Sarah Elizabeth James
Ashton Akridge
Meghan Shea
Mitchell Courville
Khali Freeman
Gerardo Hidalgo
Evan Eyer

PRODUCTION
Director:
Stage Manager:
Set design:
Light/sound design:
Costumes:
Props:
Set Design:
Set Design:
Soundboard:
Light board:

David W. Hoover
Joni Bankston
Kevin Griffith
Diane Baas
Anthony French
Ashton Akridge
Matthew Eberts
Mackenzie Franco.
Errine Lester,
Sidhant Mahat.
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Rehearsal Schedule
March 7:

First Read

March 12:

Table Read

March 13:

Off

March 14:

1:00 – Act II, scene iv; Act IV scenes i, ii, iii
2:00 – Add Du Bois, Act IV scene iv

March 15:

Off

March 16:

7:00 – Act III, scenes iv, v
7:30 – add Act V, scenes i, ii, iii, iv

March 17:

7:00 – Act V, scenes i, ii, iii

March 18:

7:00 – Act III, scenes i, ii, iii

August 15:

1:00 – Read Through Again

August 16:

Off

August 17:

Off

August 18:

7:00 – Block/Work Act I, scenes i, ii, iii

August 19:

7:00 – Block/Work Act II, scenes iv, v, vi
8:30 – Block/Work Act II, scenes i, ii, iii

August 20:

7:00 – Block/Work Act III, scenes i, ii, iii

August 21:

7:00 – Block/Work Act III, scenes iv, v

August 22:

1:00 – Work through Acts I, II, III

August 23:

Off

August 24:

7:00 – Block/Work Act IV, scenes i, ii, iii, iv
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August 25:

7:00 – Block/Work Act V, scene i
7:30 – Add Act V, scene ii
8:00 – Pick Up Act I, scene ii with Oronte

August 26:

7:00 – Block/Work Act V, scenes iii, iv

August 27:

Off

August 28:

7:00 – Work through Act IV and V
7:30 – Add Du Bois
8:00 – Add Acaste, Clitandre, Arsinoe, and Oronte

August 29:

1:00 – Run Entire Play

August 30:

Off

August 31:

7:00 – Run Act I
7:30 – Work Act II, scenes i, ii, iii
8:00 – Add Act II, scenes iv, v, vi
8:30 – Run Act II

September 1: Off
September 2: Off Book
7:00 – Work through Act III, scene i
7:30 – Add Celimene, Act III, scene ii
8:00 – Add Basque, Act III, scene iii
8:30 – Add Arsinoe, Act III, scene iv
9:00 – Add Alceste, Act III, scene v
9:30 – Run Act III
September 3: 7:00 – Work through Act IV, scene i
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7:30 – Add Alceste, Act IV, scene ii
7:45 – Add Celimene, Act IV, scene iii
8:00 – Add Du Bois, Act IV, scene iv
8:30 – Run Act IV
September 4: 7:00 – Work through Act V, scene i
7:30 – Add Oronte and Celimene, Act V, scene ii
8:00 – Add Elinate, Act V, scene iii
8:30 – Add Arsinoe, Clitandre, Acaste, Act V, scene iv
9:00 – Run Act V
September 5: 1:00 – Run Entire Play
September 6: Off
September 7: 10:00 – Call for 10:30 Run
September 8: 7:00 – Run Through
September 9: 7:00 – Run Through
September 10: 7:00 – Run Through
September 11: Off
September 12: 10:00 to 10:00 – Wet Cue to Cue, Tech Run
September 13: 1:30 – Tech Run
September 14: 6:30 – Dress Rehearsal
September 15: 6:30 – Dress Rehearsal
September 16: 6:30 – Dress Rehearsal
September 17: Opening Night
September 18: Performance
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September 19: Performance
September 24: Performance
September 25: 9:30 Student Matinee
Performance
September 26: Performance
September 27: 2:00 – Sunday Matinee
5:00 - Strike
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The author was born in Chelmsford, MA in 1983. He was raised in Highland, UT. He
received his Bachelor of Arts degree from Brigham Young University in 2007, majoring in
Korean and minoring in psychology. He began his work toward a Master of Fine Arts degree at
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